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the fishfarm in Zeballos directly
after these rumors started circulated.
Johnson said that there was no
escapement from the Scandic Farms
facility.
Johnson admitted that an estimated
3,000 Atlantic Salmon escaped this
summer, but nothing close to the now
rumoured 40,000 fish.
This escapement of 3000 fish was
reported and confirmed by DFO.
Mr. Johnson stated that these
current reports are false and had no
basis and were more or less rumors.
Skip McKinnel of B.C. Atlantic
Salmon Watch, stated that there has
been no reports of an escapement
made to his office.
Ron Jeanettes, DFO Vancouver
Branch, is the person who fish farms
must report to within 24 hours of an
escapement.

Northern Region Reporter
On October 6th, reports of a escapement of more than 40,000 Atlantic
Salmon rapidly circulated throughout
the lower mainland.
This escapement supposedly occurred
in the Esperanza Inlet in the Nootka
Sound on the Westcoast of Vancouver
Island
.

More than 40,000 Atlantic
Salmon were said to have escaped from a Nootka Sound
Fish Farm.
Scandic Sea Foods LTD of Zeballos,
B.C. which is a subsidiary company of
Saga Seafoods who are based in
Burnaby, B.C. operates the fishfarm

inwhich the alleged escapement
occurred.
Laurie Gordon; Fisheries Management
Coordinator for DFO in Port Alberni,
said there has been unconfirmed reports
of an escapement from the Scandic Sea
Foods fishfarms.
However Gordon said that there has
been little information passed onto him.
Norman Johnson; Director of Saga
Seafoods in the Victoria Branch stated
that he talked with the site manager of

.
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Ron Jeanettes of DFO went
on to say that these assumed
reports were nothing more
than vicious rumors.
Rumors he figured originated
from the Nuu -Chah -Nulth
Tribal Council.
Jeanettes stated that there were no
reports of a escapement from the
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DFO calls Atlantic Salmon
escape a "N.T.C. Rumour"
By Wayne Lord
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Atlantic Salmon Fish Farms like this one in the Alberni Inlet, are
causing many environmental problems along the west coast.
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Scandic Sea Food fishfarms in Zeballos.
Jeanettes went on to say that these
assumed reports were nothing more than
vicious rumors.
Rumors he figured originated from the
Nuu -Chah -Nulth Tribal Council.
Throughout this ordeal many News
Media Agencies (Newspaper, Radio &
Television) were in pursuit of this story.
Many of which stated that the officials
were tight lipped and releasing no kind of
statement once all these News Agencies
started calling.
In a press release circulated from Howard
Breen, the Habitat Campaign Coordinator
for the Georgia Strait Alliance, Breen also
reported on the Scandic Sea Foods
fishfarm escapement.
Although it was denied by the DFO
officials and Saga Seafoods that there was
no escapement of farmed fish from the
Esperanza Inlet, there have been many
reports of alot of Atlantic Salmon swimming throughout the Nootka Sound Region
by commercial fishermen, sports fishermen and fisheries technicians.
Nuu -chah -nulth Northern Region Fisheries Technicians from Ka:'yu:'k't'h'/
Che:k'tles7et'h', Ehattesaht and
Nuchatlaht all confirmed that over the past
little while they have seen high number of
Atlantic Salmon swimming in the Nootka
Sound. The Mowachaht / Muchalaht
technicians have also reported sighting of
Atlantic Salmon.
The Mowachaht / Muchalaht First Nation
who is currently reviewing a proposal
brought forward from Councilor Larry
Andrews to create a joint venture with
Saga Seafoods.
This potential joint venture would see the
Mowachaht / Muchalaht First Nation have
control of 51% of the proposed company
and would operate up to 6 - 10 fishfarming
pens in the Nootka Sound Region.
With an outcry from community members
from the Mowachaht / Muchalaht community who believe they never had been
properly consulted about the proposed
venture which almost seems a go have
called for a special meeting with Saga
Seafoods and Councilor Larry Andrews.

Continued on page
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Gina Dangeli and son Nicklys
came up from Seattle to lend moal
support to plaintiffs in Nanaimo

AIRS Trial

continues
By David Wiwchar
Southern Region Reporter

The Alberni Indian Residential School
Trial moved into the ornate, 110 -year
old courtroom 232 at the Nanaimo
Courthouse, but few were there to see
it.
The latest round of hearings on direct
liability began this past Monday, but due
to financial reasons, not all of the plaintiffs were able to attend.
More than 50 people came to witness
opening testimonies by former AIRS
dormitory supervisor Larry Wenezenki,
and RCMP Corporal Al Franczak, as well
as much legal wrangling by lawyers for
Canada, the United Church of Canada,
and the 3 I plaintiffs.

Former AIRS Principal John
Andrews was scheduled to offer
his testimony for three days during this current session, but his
death has cast uncertainty over
scheduling.
Franczak interviewed lead plaintiffs
Willie Blackwater, Gilbert Johnson and
Rudy Johnson when they made their

Continued on page 3.
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Atlantic Salmon

LETTERS & KLECOS

8a- S1ilt1 -Sa

Ho-Shill/2-So will include letters received from its readers. All letters must
be signed by the writer and have the writer's name, address & phone number (if
any) on it. Names can be withheld by request.
We reserve the right to edit submitted material for clarity, brevity,
grammar and good taste. We will definitely not publish letters dealing with
tribal or personal disputes or issues that are critical of Nau -chah -ninth

individuals or groups.
All opinions expressed in letters to the editor are purely oleo( the writer
and will not necessarily coincide with the views or policies of the Nuu -chah nubh Tribal Council or its member First Nation..

Seafoods was present and handed out a
copy of the signed agreement between
Saga Seafoods and the Mowachaht/

t
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Fisheries

Statement
I

Thin statement was taken out of context
and I may have heard Mr. Nall wrong or
misunderstood his statement.
Ina copy ofa letter from Don Hall
forwarded to myself, Hall wrote:
"Re: the `Agenda Notes" boar on
page 8,1 never said or implied that it
had been n "pretty good season for

for submissions for our next
issue is 4:30 pm on Friday,0etober 30, 1998. After that date,
m amn,l o tot diets jo5g 1bbn

plmna:miK

tllfrelewvml, will

be included in the

following

issue.

In an ideal world, sub missions wouldbe typed, tether
than hand- written.

Submitted photographs
should include return address, a
brief description of subjects and
enclose a self-addressed envelope
for their return.

COVERAGE:
Please note that although see
would certainly like to be able
to cover all stories and events,

submitted material,
we can only do so subject to:
as

well

as

Sufficient advance notice
Reporter's availability at
the time of the event
Editorial space available in
the paper

Always Remember:

Ha-Shi/th-Sa is YOUR newspaper.

Ha-Shi

TATING year, with
fishing opportunity

no commercial
on the west coast.
Many did not fish in 1998, and
instead selected DFO's $6,500 to

Ha- Sh/ffh -Sa belongs to every Nuu -chah -ealth person including
those who have passed on. and those who are not yet born.

A community newspaper cannot exist without community
involvement: so it you have any great pictures you've taken.
stones or poems you've written, or artwork you have done.
please let us know so we can include it in your newspaper.
Also, it you have any thoughts or concerns about making your
newspaper better. let us know that too!

remain lied up.
The summary as written definitely
leaves the wrong impression.
To Mr. Hall, please accept my sincere
apologies - I did not mean to cause you
or your department any grief over this
article with the general public, comma,
nal fisherman or your collegues was
not my intention,! respect you and all
the hard work you do for the Nuu -chahnulth Tribal Council Once again,
please accept my apology for this arms.

Next year. HaSh/fthóa will celebrate its 25th year of serving
the Nuuchah -nulth First Nations.
We look forward to your continued Input and support.
!Deco! Kleco!

David Wiwchar

Editor

?a ?iihp`

Advisory For Histories
And Governance

,

Have you seen this salmon? Considered dangerous to coastal streams, many of these
salmon have escaped from west coast fish farms and are now being found in many
river systems near aquaculture operations.

Nis voe.

All Mowachaht / Muchalaht Band

This date will also be posted when it is

Members are asked to keep in touch

gated.
With the ongoing controversy surround-

with the office for such a date.

AIRS

Nuu- chah -nulth
Tribal Council

Annual General
Assembly
November 19 - 21
At Maht Mahs Gym
Starting time:
9 a.m. each day

Weaezeaki had rescued a boy
from the bedroom of Flynn
before reporting the incident to
Principal John Andrews.
Andrews was scheduled to offer his
testimony ettha days during this
current
on, but his death has cast
certainty over scheduling.
Lawyer Alan Early suggested the
possibility of a shortened trial as a result
of Andrews' death, saying that
Plaiinti fs arguments could wrapup
sooner than expected, with ETC, Su-

yff

add fuel to the fire. And
input to the Mowachaht

will also offer

/wale.

community members of the potential
risks of operating such a secoue.

...Can Justice Donald Brenner
bringing down his decision by Christ -

ma

of Summer.

19W.

Tier fellow lawyer for the Plaintiffs'
David Patterson remains pessimistic
saying, "I have no reason to believe Nis
case will not go the full distance."
An out -of-court settlement instill being

pursued, but according. Patterson, the
ban now rests firmly orne coon of
s defense counsels,
"One side is willing to take 50% of the
blame, and the other side 10 %, that's
00°n and what we're saying is for them
to give us that for now and fight over the
remaining 40%oo their own time," said
Patterson.
The vial continua for the next two
weeks in Nenaimo before either wrap

ping up by October :B. fir continuing
with further testimony in April 1999,

TREATY AND PROGRAM INFORMATION MEETINGS FOR NUU -CHAHNULTH LIVING AWAY FROM HOME
THIS IS THE CALENDAR OF MEETINGS TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR TREATY NEGOTIATIONS

AND OTHER PROGRAMS. WE WILL UPDATE THE INFORMATION FROM TIME TO TIME.
TION FOR THE NEXT FEW MONTHS:
CAMPBELL RIVER:

HERE IS THE

INFORMA-

A FULL MEETING OF THE NUU- CHAH -NULTH TREATY PLANNING TABLE WILL

N CAMPBELL RIVER ON NOVEMBER 2
DAY WILL BE PLANNING FOR THE TREATY. THE NEXT
TWO DAYS WILL BE DISCUSSIONS ABOUT JUSTICE.
THE MEETINGS WILL START AT 9:00 A.M. EACH DAY
BE HELD AT THE

THUNDERBIRD HALL

AND 4, 7998. THE

FIRST

VICTORIA:

7, FROM 1:30 PM
TO ABOUT 5:30 PM. WE HOPE THAT THERE WILL BE A POTLUCK SUPPER. WE
ARE S/iLL WORKING ON THE LOCATION, SO WATCH THIS SPACE

NANAIMO

TIERE WILL BE AN UPDATE MEETING N NANAIMO ON NOVEMBER 10 FROM
TO 5 PM WE INVITE ALL NUU- CHAH -NULTH PEOPLE N THE AREA TO

THERE WILL BEW

A MEETING IN VICTORIA ON NOVEMBER

1

ATTEND.

Af.i0

723 -2040
Adult Line - - 723 -4050
free number 1- 800 -588 -8717 for long distance callers.

VANCOUVER:

A FULL MEETING
BE HELD AT THE

-

Manned by adult and teen volunteers

of the children.
But Andrews will not be able to refute
Wenerenki's accusations, as the elderly
former Principal passed away last month
at his home in Pon Alberni.
he had never beaten any

boy in his bed, and had rescued the boy
from the bedroom before reporting the
incident to Pricipal John Andrews.
According to Wenezenki, as he was
reporting the incident to Andrews, he
okw Mr. Flynn walkout the front doors
f the school, never to be seen or heard
from again.
"I don't know if Andrews went after him
or anything," said Wenerenki. "But I
never see him [Flynn) after that day."
aureola also testified that he had
seen Andrews whipping. student with a
large leather belt, contradicting the
eanmony of Andrews who had claimed

days a week
Pon Alberni, Bonifield, the West Coast, etc.

Toll

l

continued from page I

- - 7

Teen Line -

ing fishfarms and Atlantic Salmon, this
assumed escapement occwrnme. w fib
supposedly never happened will only
on

original disclosres of the abuses they
suffered while students at AIRS.
Wenezenki testified that he had seen
fellow dam supervisor Mr. Flynn with.

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
will be provided.

Wayne Lord
Northern Region Reposer.

Manager

24 hrs /day

contact Hany Lucas
724 -5807 or 724 -5757
or lucas roi ccdar.albemi.ncl
I

/

Respectfully,

KUU -US CRISIS LINE

üt

Editorial deadlines being
adhered to by contributors

boats to fish.
This was confirmed through reports
from most of the First Nations
reporting at the meeting, which
Wayne mentions in the article
(though First Nations don't have
"quotas ", as the extracted statement
says).
Individual Nuu -shah -ninth commercial fishermen had another DEVAS-

Ha=Shilth-Sá

appmpriEM,cannotheguadmMed

Muchalaht First Nation.
A contingency of ANousdu community
embers were present to voice there
opinion about the negatives of
fishfmming and the issues the Ahousaht
First Nations are facing with similar
o their teritory.
With many activities going on in the
Mowachaht / Muchalaht territory at the
time of the mating. onfonuMely there
was low attendance for this meeting
With community members still having
concern regarding fishfarming, it was
idedthata referendum would take
place to allow all Band Members to
vote yes or no to e joint venture fish
fauns in the Nootka Sound Region.
This now would be by secret ballot.
There has been no date confirmed for

Nuwehah -mink fishers".
I did say that relative to previous
years, Nuu -chah -ninth FIRST NATIONS did better to obtaining
salmon for food for their members,
primarily through chartering seine

Photo by
David Wiwchar

.411k
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would like to take this opportunity to

retract a
tit that [wrote in the
October 8th edition of the lia -shilN -see.
This statement was made in the "N.T.C.
Meets At
a" (parr- Agenda
Notes) ankle in which I reported on
In this aniele I implied that not Hall;
N.T.C. Manger / Biologist stated that
N.T.C. Fisheries had a pretty good

rrdordatslandnet

DEADLINE

Ise

Chamber,

Mike Thompson
T
pulls chum
salmon from a
gillnet at
F
Ditidaht.
The 10- minute
set landed Mike
4 and
partnersVince
McCay and
'
glm Russell Tait more
than 400 chum
salmon.
-' They then spent
a few hours pulling all of the fish
from the net.

5ram.rnauland net
Northern Region Reporter

ernes

Page 3

Field Identification Card

This meeting took place on Tuesday,
October 13, 1998 at 7pn in the
Truro Adn,..o,buian Council

''\

U.S.A. and foreign countries (Cana dian dollars)

Please note that the DEADLINE

continued from page I.

...

ATLANTIC SALMON
WATCH PROGRAM

M

-

Of

NUU -CHAH -NULTH TREATY PLANNING TABLE WILL
VANCOUVER FRIENDSHIP CENTRE ON DECEMBER 7 AND 8,
THE

1998
IF

YOU NEED OTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL WILLARD GALLIC OR VIC PEARSON AT 12501 724 5757.

F

Page 4
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Eco- tourism Industries now require Licenses
By Denise Ambrose

ship with BC Parks to administer this
new program.

Central Regmn Reporter
Richard Banning, Commercial

Reaction Coordinator- Ministry of
Environment, Lands and Parks (MELP).
announced that BC will make it a
requirement that all cowman. type
industries will need to buy licenses and/
or lemma ifthey use campsites/trails for
commercial purposes.
Banning mid, during his October 6
presentation to the Central Region
Board (CRB), that BC views eco
fastest growing industry.

This program applies to those
who commercially use park or
crown land fourteen days or
more out of a six -month period.

1

tour...

BC will make it a requirement
that all eco-tou rues type industries will need to bay licenses
and/or tenures if they use campsites/trails for commercial purposes.
The new Commercial Recreation Policy
appears to be government's way of
cashing in. MELD will work in partner-

What the new policy says, for example, is if you operate a business
where you charge hikers to use a trail,
be it guided twee bringing them by
kayak mother means to a campsite or
'l, you will need to buy tenure M the
fora of license or lease.
This program apes, to thou who
commercially use park arrows lad
fourteen days. more out of sixmonth period.
Long-turn leases would apply to those
that operate land -base or Boating lodges
on park or crows land. It would also
apply to any !mines that represents a
substantial investment on the pan of the
entrepreneur, that needs protesting, and
for those that require exclusive use ofa

aBmning said that although rates vary,
the average cost ofa lease is about seven
percent of the land value per year.
His office has contacted all tourism baaed industries that are on their database
requesting that they submit applications
for their tenures by September 1, 1998.
Response has been poor.

Brimming acknowledges that,
"The program will have huge
impact on First Nations, our
intent is to consult First Nations
on each and every application."
Banning urges businesses to

get their
possible
because tenures will be granted on a firstcome-first-serve basis.
With respect
program's effect on
First Nations, Burning acknowledges
Mat. 'The program will have a huge
impact make Nation, our intent is to
consult First Nations on each and every
application."

applications in

as soon as

toll.

tive Director
Comma Erasmus, Chair of the Board
of the Aboriginal Haling Foundation

hasnnonced the appointment.'

These Memorial Trophies are in the
names of Mowachaht / Muchalaht

athletes that have passed on.
Receiving 1998 Mowachaht Athletics Memorial Trophies ere.

Games,

SPECIAL AWARDS
Inspirational Means:
Sam Johnson Sr. Award Thanley Christiansen
Vi Johnson Award.
layleneaolaun
Mast Sper4maatike Award ,,.

Recrmtion Director; Lori Wilson who
with the help of several volunteer
community man.. urgent,. the
diner. Approximately 100 community
member were in attendance.
A brief prayer was said by Bill
Webster error to the potluck meal hemp
served. It was good to see all the young
server) help out. You guys did good
job,
After diner, athletes both young and
old received a certificate in recognition
of the participation in the 1998 lto-eich
m
held in Pon Alberni. Over 90
Gaines

.

Male- Shane Christiansen
Female- Michelle Johnson
MEMORIAL AWARDS
Memorial Trophy Recipients
Ralph Amos Sr. - Dwight Amos
Ambrose Howard Sr. - Lee lack
Arthur English Sr. - Jamie lames

calif

Arthur Foetal, - Brandon tack

were given out.
Each year
year the Mowachaht Recreation
Committee recognizes those athletes
who not only participated but also
placed or did ache their events. These
participants receive Memorial Trophies.

Matthew Williams Jr. - Daniel Dick
Herbie Dick - Hilary Save,
Thomas Dick Jr. lmi Johnson
Harry Dick - Nina Dick
Vinson Johnson Au, Johnson Sr.
Ethel Sane - Theme Lavoie

Attention
List,

you must apply for Band Membership. Newborns as always still need Large Birth Certificates, a form here at
the Band Office to be filled out Deletions, transfers, deaths, marriage,
change of name still must be recorded as an event that has happened so that I
may change the Band list accordingly Tseshaht Membership. Administrator
and contact person is Lisa Robinson at 1- 818 -724 -1225 toll free number or fax
250- 724 -4385.
as

Taylors Flower Shop
.(. ";
Hm wimn Express

Viso

Mo-iwrmd

3020 3rd Avenue
Pon Alberni, B.C.
VBV 2A5

Personalized Weddings

Plush Animals

Silk Trees Rowers
Lots

1- 800 -287 -9961

i

laletloro
Worldwide
delivery

ofgiftwem,

Phone: 723 -6201

Beatrice lack
out., Job .n- lanelle Johnson
Clam. Jack - NuWU Amos
Simon John - Wayne HinchcliTe
Maros McLean - Shane Christiansen
Cosmos Mama - Jordan lames
Demos James -Mensal James
Pat Murphy - Daisy Johnson

Beatrice Jack

-

Louie Howard - Sal James
August Dick- Wayne Levin
Lon Wilson stated that it was one of the
better years for participation from the
Mowachaht commnity. This yews games
saw the highest number of adult participation
from the Mowachaht community.

off

the two anions is at Pnchccna Bay,
while Huu -ay-act claims the boundary
s at Tallies Falls; 30 kilometres

Ditidaht and Huu- ay -aht negotiators took another step towards resolving. boundary

southwest ofPacheena Bay.
has ban going on for thousands
and thousands of years," said Willie
Sport. "Many years ago I asked my
father about the overlap of 000- ay -aht

dispute that has spanned thou ands of years.

Mama becomes the first Executive

The boundary issue is being negotiated
by the two First Nations since their

Director of the newly created Aboriginal Healing Foundation, followten years with Provincial, Federal
d non -governmental orgmiAtma_
He held key positions with the
Canadian Ceram
Substance
Abuse, Health Canada. and DIANA
Degagne is Ojibway, ban in Ontario.
The Aboriginal Healing Foundation is
iing

governed. board composed of
leaden from First Nation, Mafia and
Inuit; n has been established to

treaty negotiations with B.C. and
Canada cannot progress until this longstanding point has been resolved,

"This has been going on for
thousands and thousands of
years," said Willie Sport,
The Ditidaht First Nation borders the
Huuay-aht Nation to the south.
Ditidaht claims the boundary between

support healing and wellness indic
tires fa survivors. the Residential

dealing with ownership because we went
to get on with our treaty."
Huu- ay -aht's Robin Dennis suggested an
agreement on protocols be put in place to
ensure both Nations remain equal in their
negotiations hy using oral histories over
anthropological research.
"Is mumuthne history somethingwe want
to agree withT' asked Dennis. "1 don't
think so. We're going to go by meth.

'Ills

and Ditidal0 territory. He told flee that
the overlap was so nobody could move

in
t0.
In gait separate land claims negotiafico, both Nations are claiming lands
within the disputed territory,
According to Dada.' a lack Thom,
son, the resolution of the boundary
dispute is very important. "It has to be
done before we can take the next step in
the Agreement In Principle," he said.
We reset here ...enemies Our

ay- aht history."

té

"We're dealing with ownership
because we want to get on with
our treaty," said Jimmy Chester.
lack Thompson thanked the Huu-ay -aht
people for coming to the meeting at the
Ditidaht Band Office, and invited them to
dinner as he spoke about sharing and
being neighborly.
Negotiations between Huu- ay -eht and

families wern't enemiex" said Jimmy
Chester of Ditidaht. "lt's about understanding what was owned. We're

Jimmy Chester offers the
Ditidaht perspective on
their boundary with the
Huu- ay -aht First Nation
Ditidaht have been going on for the
pat 4 years, and according to N.T.C.
Treaty Manager Vic Pearson, the pace
of talks has quickened.

Schools.

Catface Mountain Protest escalates

Marge Amos asked that her grandchildren to come and ioin her for a
presentation to Lori. Marge wanted to
Kleco! to Lon for all her time and

clan

she has spent on the

gates. Md

in recognition Lori received a dinner
for two at one of the local restaurants
from the Amos Family.

This years games saw the
highest Dumber of adult participation from the
Mowachaht community,

Ajar well

done to all athletes' You
did your community proud. Soma

will

be

By Denise Ambrose
Central Region Reponer
Friends ofClayoquot Sound (FOCS)
made presentation to the Central
Region Board on October 6, after their
Catface peas, escalated to blockades,
forcing road building crews off the job.
Thai concerns centered around the
building of road 0-1000 in Abousaht
traditional territory on Catface Mountain, and their perspective on the
implemenution of the SPR (Science
Panel Recommendation),

'
Jill Thompson, FOCS, said that the
SPR is not what FOCS had hoped for
fulfilling their dream of no logging in

ter

Clayoquot Sound, but "the SPR is the
best But we have."
CRB director, Maureen Fraser, said
that the CRB has a long way to go in
terms of fully implementing the SPR,
n they me striving to do ue with
limited resources. "We hope that
logging can still occur when we look at
the bigger picture with the undersUnd-

t Nc
d

ing that we may not all be in agree-

i'
9

ment."

CRB Co-Chair, tarry Baird, said,
"We're trying to find middle ground, we
are bound by the Interim Measures
Agreement and pan of that has todo

if l think it is

When asked if there is anyway to stop
the blockade action on Cat face, Michael

5l

Recently, many bills were received at the NTC (Non -Inured
Health Benefits Section) (NIHB) from parents requesting payment under this
:

ry

plan.

If a

Robert amen, CD

MC MHO Program Supervisar

we are not

!J

I

FOCS said they will only leave the site
terfor will promise to cease

resolve the
CRB directors ac satisfied that their
decision to approve industrial activities
on Catface is a sound one that adhere
to the SPR. They refuse to rescind
their approval.
i

going to sit back and watch a flawed
system and structurally inadequate

MEDICAL COVERAGE NOT AUTOMATIC

-8

1.251

roadbuilding activities.
Members of the CRB offered to take
a leadership role, going Ahousah.
Interfor and FOCS together to try

0,054"

Mulls of FOCS add, "No,

attendance at a post secondary institution, that is approved by the provincial
medicalcommission.
It takes 6
weeks to obtain these reserve cards! Stan the process
Do
immediately!
not assume it is done! Follow up with this until you have both
cards! Questions to be directed to the Band Membership Clerks, or the NTC
Registry Office 720 -5757.

A

Ahoumht members look mer FOCS literature at the protest site

To All NunchahNations Members, Baud Managers,
CURS, Health Clerks and Band Membership Clerks:

The child is covered under the parent medically, for only three
months; and
b.
Once the child reaches I year of age then they are no longer
covered under the NIHB program for: equipment supplies;
drugs; dental; and optical.
Normally, a child reaching 19 years of age requires (her or his)own medical care
card. A child can maintain medical coverage up to age 25 when in full-time

''(,

!l fl._ S

1i

again! Good luck,

a.

e

.

r

dine out training once

child is not registered with Indian Affairs and the province there is no
medical coverage. Therefore, full responsibility for payment of medical
visits x-rays. ate. will fall on the parents! Indian Affairs cannot and will
not my any bills without full coverage. Remember, unless a child is registered with both Indian Affairs (Status Card) and the provincial medical plan
(MSP Card) two very important medical factors apply:

T"

.5E1:7

with economics., don't approve logging
activities for the sake of approving it, I

won't approve anything

Reference

Tseshahl Membership residing off reserve you must apply for Band
Membership. If you are showing on the D.I.A, list it does not mean that you
are on Tseshaht's Registry Band

Agnes George - Natha George
Joseph Jack - Edward John
Abel John - Anna Dick

By David W technr
Southern Region Reporter

Michael Degagrm as Executive

Athletic Awards Dinner at Tsaxana
By Wayne Lord
On October 17, 1998 tbe Mowachaht
community members held a potluck
dinner to acknowledge the athletes that
participated in the 1998 Tlu-piich

Ditidaht and Huu-ay -aht Negotiators
discuss boundaries

Aboriginal
Healing Board
names Execu-

Page

if

.

4

t

Friends of Clayoq not Sound continue to protest logging
-road
construction on Catface Mountain

To all Tla- o- qui -aht First Nation Nations Membership
We need to update our mailing list.
Please forward your most recent address to our
Administration address @
Tla-o- qui -erst First Nations
P.O. lion 18

Torino. B.C.
VOR 2Z0
Attention: Noreen Amos

haahuupay`ak Society
Annual General Meeting
Where: haaltuupay'ak School, She, ish House of Learning
When: November 18, 1998
7:00 p.m.

Everyone Welcome - Refreshments

will be served

5

r
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CRB Tours Local Salmon Farms
farming season.
The Indian Bay site is

By Denise Ambrose
Central Region Rowe.

others... "bad and

-

ugly"

Farm operator, Bill Vernon,
guided his guests through his
salmon farm operation, explaining along the way, his company's
efforts to address concerns
raised about the salmon farming
industry.

By Denise Ambrose
Ahousaht- Hundreds of people gathered
fora Memorial Potlatch at Ahousaht bn
October 3, 1998. People from as far
away a Lilloet, BC, traveled to share in
feasting, singing and dancing with the
family olds late Patrick 'Spider'
Toms, Ahousaht.
Patrick passed away two years ago in
the forest near Lilloet. He had been on s
hunting trip just three weeks after his
marriage to his wife, Lisa Thomas had
suffered a heart attack and was found
later that day by his hunting partner.
Larry Thomas, eldest brother in the
Thomas family, played host to the
gathering. The day was started with a
prayer chant and cleansing of the floor.
The hosts thou saved lunch to the

wastes.

Vernon said that they would love to
move same of their sites but are hound
to the poor sites because of the momto,

nInane

ott to alders the

I6

oncer

Larry Baird, Kevin Ondin (PNG), and Bill Irving
view the proposed Bare Bluff fish farm site.

about fish rams effluent Creative
Salmon hired consultant, Stevm Cross.
Cross researches conditions at the
farms and provide recommendations for
improvement when he finds adverse
conditions.

A good site needs currents to
sweep through it to flush away
excess feed and wastes.
Creative Salmon has underwater
cameras 'stalled in each pen so that
workers may observe the fish feeding.
They immediately stop giving pellets m
soon a the salmon stop eating, reducing
excess food that would sink to the
bottom.
Cross says Waffle major component of
bottom waste is excess farm food.
Vernon says that Creative Salmon has

w

significantly aet*ajléhyédfahaPoibt -'
rat that
oa ibfishbyamplmrent
ing a vaccine program. He
that it
is expensive but worth the cost. Workers are hired to inject each and every

1

guests.

fish with vaccine. The farm has
200,O90 fish on site.

had hoped that they would be

site by the time of our arrival.
Ile explained thin the fish were afflicted

Ilene Sutherland and her young
Ahousaht Dance group performed a few
fun dances after lunch_ Harold Little
and family were next to
and gave

Vernon says that Creative
Salmon has significantly reduced
the use of antibiotics that It uses
on its fish by implementing a

with

out money in recognition of the attend -

cd

P og

As for escapement, Vernon says that
structural failure is usually the cause.
He explained that Creative Salmon
keeps tight inventories for their fish.
All fish are round, dead ones are
taken from the pens and tallied up. On
that note, we noticed 26 garbage cans
filled with dead famed fish in varying
stages of decay. Curiously, the pails of
fish had made'.

..

..

A slur), embarrassed Vernon
explained that divers had just retrieved
the dead fish from the pens and that he

.
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Patrick Thomas
Memorial Potlatch

good sire, the

Vernon explained that when operators
first came to the area over ten years ago,
they selected sires mainly by their
esthetic value
They waned sites that would be 'a
good place to sit on the deck in a
rocking chair after a hard days work.'
They soon learned that wawa' those
sites didn't have good natural Rushing
pmperties.
A good site needs currents to sweep
through it to flush away excess feed and

Central Region Board (CRB) Members
were invited on a tour ofa local salmon
farm and to view the Bare Bluff site
where Pacific National Group (PNG)
has an application fora proposed
salmon farm.

Tom Paul, Ahousaht Salmon Farm
Liaison Worker, served a host of the
mur
Tom Paul, of Ahousaht, was hired by
local salmon farms in an effort to
improve relations between Ahousaht and
the salmon farms by opening lines of
communication between the two parties.
Bruce Frank of lho-ga -aht First
Nations was hired for the same reasons
by another salmon farm.
The first stop was at Creative Salmon
Fish Farm in Indian Bey. The farm has
been in existence at the site for 12 years
and raises Chinook salmon.
Chinook Salmon are more difficult to
raise than Atlantic Salmon, but Chinook
are an indigenous species.
Farm operator, Bill Vernon, guided his
guests through his salmon farm opera ta4 enplaning eing the way, his
company 's efforts to address concerns
raised about the salmon farming
industry.
odft
Vernon explained that his company has
six tenures for salmon farms bal only
operate three acacia The others are
allowed a'fallow time', a chance to
recover from the impacts of the last

a

-

off of the

virus that, under normal mndi.
tins, would have lain dormant.
a

"No matter what anyone does, it
will impact the environment.
We are
art working hard to mitigate
those impacts."
"Water temperatures have been about
two degrees lower than normal for this
time of year. The warmer temperatures
activated the virus which traveled to the
gills, causing infection and death by
suffocation."
Scott said that they are working had to
address concerns and noted that, "No
matter what anyone does, it will impact
the vironment We are waking hard
to mitigate those impacts

ngchiefs.
The Thomas family served their guests
dinner. They provided far. of turkey
dinner, smoked salmon and spaghetti.
Each and every guest was served dinner
a glass plate and were later given
matching bowls and cups. These were
given to the guests to take bore, gifts
from Lisa Thomas.
Hesquiaht singers and dancers performed Simon Lucas' dances after
dinner. Lisa with the support of
Haquiaht where she has roots, gave
gifts to several people that are special to
her and her family. The next song was
led by Lisa's grandfather, Pat Charles.
Sr., a song that came with her grandmother, Mamie Charleson upon her
marriage to Pat Lisa gave money to the
host. Larry Thomas, to show her
support. The Hesquiaht ended with the
ever-popular sparrow dance.
Darwin John of Lilloet got up to
Introduce himself and his family. Ile

explained that he is related to Irene
Thomas (nee Marshall), mother of late
Patrick Thomas. Ile also explained that
he had attended the wedding of Par and
Lisa and that his family sang a wedding
song for the happy couple. There were
alot Iran amongst the Thomas family
as the Lilloet group sang that same song
for Lisa. The last song that they
performed was woman warrior song,
to give Lisa strength, they explained.
Jacqueline Adams, forme, wife of Pat
Thomas, and her children gave gifts
with the support of the Prank family of
Ahousaht. Irma. Jeannine and lake
gave Lisa a bathrobe that was embroidead with butterflies. They showed
their support to the Thomas family by
giving gifts of handmade blankets and
money
Guests were heated o the men's
performance of the Kingfisher dance.
Other guests to perform and give gifts
to the host included Wally Samuel Sr.
and family; Francis James Swan; and
Dennis John and family,
The Campbell family announced that
they will be hosting a Memorial Potlatch at Ahousaht for the late Julia
Campbell The potlatch will be held on
November 14 starting mason.
The Thomas family were the last to
perform. They started with the broom
dance, led by Marshall Thomas. All of
here's children and grandchildren
joined the line of dancers and what a
long line it was! It was hearwvOIng to
see their smiling faces as they performed, they were so happy to be
dancing together.
The Thomas family then clustered in
the center of the floor around their we
mother /grsdmother,Irene Thomas.
Irene led her family in a song that had
belonged to her late father, Tommy

Marshall. The rest of her family joined
her in singing. They gave out gifts to all
of their guests before leaving the hall at
loam

Many Nose -ebah- nu It h business people took advantage of the NEDC CIBC Business Seminar Program last week
See story on page 24.

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES AT
TSAWAAYUUS

(RAINBOW GARDENS)
HORTICULTURE THERAPY - Throughout the Autumn months residents
will be creating craft items reflecting nature and gardening, Later in the season
they will begin their winter garden in the green house. Avid gardeners and or
those with a genuine interest in gardening with the elderly are encouraged to
apply.

PHOTOGRAPHER- Duties will include photographing orvideotapingou spat
cial events held throughout the year, The pascals) may also be required to keep
the photographs organized and to set up photo displays. Applicants must have an
interest in photography. Some experience would be nice, but not necessary.

CURRENT EVENTS -An outgoing, open-minded individual is required to
a

lead

group discussion about various topics in the news.

COMPUTER GAME INSTRUCTORS - Individuals with some knowledge
of the computer games, i.e. solitaire to teach residents how to play.
BUS DRIVERS- Applicants must possess a valid class 4 driver's liens¢. We

aver adventuresome group of residents who enjoy hips out into the commu-

nity,uM the Island

to the mainland
OTHER - Companions for one-one visits, baking, outings, sewing, ceramics,
appointments, exercises, letter writing, reading, crib, card games, board games,
watercolor painting, quilting, newsletter........ The listless dless. If you have any
special skills to share ands are of caring nature we have a place for you.
HOW TO APPLY - Drop by and pick up an application form at 6151 Russell
Place OR Phone 724 -5655 and ask for the Therapeutic Recreation Department.
All applicants must be willing to go through a screening tests.
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Calendar of Upcoming Meetings
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MEETING

Tom Paul - Ahousaht Salmon Farm Liaison

leer

YOUNG WARRIORS

ISO

F O U N D A T I O N

AO*
SCARED STRAIGHT WORKSHOP

powerful awakening for youth ages 11 and up, this
workshop covers alcohol, drugs, gangs, violence, prisons,
self esteem and healthy role model development.
a

For

seared straight workshop In your community
Telephone 604 -983 -9813 or Fax 604-983 -9013
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Elders gather to discuss Taxation

4'ar.*=i
j
t4 \

HAWILTHPATAKNW- ;rIAHNULTH

TAPWINIM (TAXATION)
Following is a summary of Me elders

'

a

'

e
.-.

discussion on (=alien at a meeting held
at Sonless Hall, August 27 and 28,
1998.

Federal
Negotiator urges support for

Nisga'a Treaty.
It is important that your readers have all
the facts when considering both the

i

We were reminded first that the power
to tax Flows from the responsibilities of

the Hawilth.

Niaa'a Treaty and other negotiatimas now
under way with, for example, the Nuu chah- nulth,Ditidahtand PheedJn Firm

The q oleos word for totalled
tapwinim. Itistraditional law to
bring share of any harvest to the

Nate

him..

The
Treaty will end the tremendous uncertainty we have experienced in
the Ness Valley located in the northwest.
m part of our province.

hawiltd
Ide- houlthi, which includes the equiva-

lent of Crown title, provides the resources which are the basis for taxation.
The jurisdiction to nonage resources
and receive share from them is pan of
the Hawilth's haven -patµ the powers
of Nuu- chah -ninth government.
The mots of this authority rat in lines
of succession which come down to m
from the distant past.
The queens word for taxation is
It is traditional law to bring a
share of any harvest to the hawilth.

After more than 100 years of provincial
refusal tonegotia,Ibecamethe

bum.

Members

tamer.

Bringing the first fish, or the first
basket of berries to the hawilth is
like a permit or licence fee.
This was done in different ways that
can be compared to some forms of
nation used by other governments.
Ins important to remember that the
hawilth is responsible to manage the
resources of his hahoulthi.
No one was allowed to fish, or pick
berries or harvest another resource
without permission.
Bringing the first fish, or the first
basket of berries to the hawilth is like a
permit or liana fee.
In addition to such a fa the hawilth is
entitled to share, or percentage of
harvest from his hahoulthi, which is
similar to royalty, or income tax.
It is important to remember that this
share wu not for the benefit of the
Hawilth, but to allow him to carry out
the responsibilities of government
hewilthmis.
When he has enough, he
the
people, or neighbouring nati OFF to
wetness his hewilthmis.
It 4 a great honour for the hewilth to
give out what has been gathered from
his hahoulthi doling the previous

-

trim

SCRSOTIM

imam

The elders also spoke of how
contributed their labour and expertise to
community projects, such as house
building,
A messenger (yeeaugsih) would be

sent door to door to tell people what the

hawilth needed
Quiashai (provide,,) supported the
hawilth by Contributing to the
tion of food over time
Community labour was used to maintain the hempen (deadfall imps for bear
and deer) and fish traps.
Other spats, such as carvers, conWhored their production,
All of this maybe viewed as similar to
income taxation.
Thu way of supporting government
worked because there were strong
teachings by which everyone was
awned to their responsibilities.
Hahuupa (teaching) began from
conception and continued throughout

,'aunt..

i

of the Elder's Council

gathered at

Somas Hall to discuss taxation and

vincial Chief Negotiator at the Nisga'a
able.
nu provincial gommes dmdcd to enter negotiations because civil disputes
were
sting the economy tens or even
hundreds of millions of dollars.
The
was spending millions
on court
government
cases and British Colombians
were telling their political masters to get

other issues.

the issues resolved.

life.
Everyone was veined into the respon*thinks of their particular role. They
were taught to conduct themselves in
spiritual and respectful manner.
The teachings and responsibilities of
the tacit are the strongest of all,
because the hawilth hue sacred
responsibility for governing his
hahoulthi.

The elders spoke of how this
teaching has been lost
Children wore aught their responsibib
ity to contribute to the w m m pity
from very young age.
When a boy first hunted a deer, he
would be told to divide it among
elders.

A young girl might be told to take her
first basket of berries to the hawilth.
This sets in mind sharing with the
hawilth throughout life.
This teaching is very strong and
a blisha obligation that coma
from the heart.
The elders spoke of how this teaching

a

has been lost.

Even when they were young, they
recognized that support to the hawilth
was not as Wrong as it had been in the
Past, although people worked hard to
support their extended families.
The elders expressed their concern
that so many young people today do
not have the teachings about repartee.
bility to work hard to provide for

family and community.
The change were idemifiad with the

of access to resources such as
fish and game, and to the increased
use of alcohol, saving m the 1930s,
but especially after the 1930s.
The elders were asked about how
some of the services which are
provided by other governments were
provided under Nuuchah -ninth
government.
The hawilth did not govern alone. He
was supported by the conduct of
every other member
community
carrying out their responsibilities.
Nuuchah -nulth hawilth pack (government) was sewn by she sating in the
longhouse for formal events, which may
loss

ofe

be compared to the

sating in

Pali.

ment
The hawilth would be seated alongside
neighbouring howl'. who shared in the

gonna. betaken

Madame'

Each hawilth
of eight to
ten professional advisors, the
selected foe having the greatest experts
expertise
in various subjects of importance.
The hawilth did not speak himself, but
was heard through his speaker (tit wok)
who had
training for this role.
Some of these experts could be supported within the Hawi Ith's own
household.
Ness to the bawl t were other seats for

tikowilth.
People were chosen for these sea
baud on their leadership and expertise
in

contributing the mod tube

arm.

nity.
They would have responsibilities to
manage pars of the health's hahoulthi,
particular riven, of -shore areas and m
an
Family heads also had important
responsibilitia to ensure order lather
own families and that all members were
provided for
Leaders and their
were
given specialized training to prepare
them for their roles.

*maws

Now,
makers a long Bach.
The elders present noted the tapatance of grater pompano by other
elders, especially from the north.
In speaking about how elderly and
disabled persons were supported, and
about medicine, it became clear that
there was much less need of some
aspects of government in Nuu -chahnulth society than there is today.
This was Muse extended families
fulfilled their responsibility to provide
for, care for and teach all their mem-

bas.

In the absence of money, foodstuffs were the main form alas
revenue

ties, there was a consequence, often in
the rant of a kleeau, a community feast

tions

-

-

of the government.

The elders also noted examples of
trade.
In the absence of money, foodstuff,
were the main form of tax revenue, end
also the main form of government

expenditure within the community.
Other forms were important in trade
between nations. Whale oil was one
important trade item. Sea otters were
also valued.
Expertise in a specialty product was
also. basis for trade, as in the canoe

-for

hennas

members
The significant savings to governments
(estimatedto be aperoximarely25 %in the
medium term) will come from their own
armed through forestry, fishing
mining or other
This
ttu achievement.
enormous
a
As British Colombians, we have always
said we want all citizen to have equal
opportunities and to have equal responsi-

hales.
gon

a

greet dis-

use< towards providing this by making
sure the Canadian Charter of Rights, the
Criminal Code and our tar laws apply to
all citizens, regardless of race or acestry.
While Nisga'a is not a "template" for
other negotiations, it contains key palm
O plea concerning certainty for all parties,
equal taxation regimes and other similar
matters.
It is clear that members of the Nisga'a
Nation will have improved social andecomic prospects as the real[ of a treaty

which provides more

noon, hen oon

opportunity to earn an income and to participate as Canadians Mar country.
I would urge your readers retake close
look at the Nisga'a agreement itself and
to
iliarize themselves with agars
Pars iin your area

Eric Denheff
w
Chief Federal Negotiator
Federal Treaty Negotiations Office
Vletoria
a

_.al

4

mg

Hi! Just want to

which you must report - that Is, when you
have reason to believe that a child has
bases is likely to ...physically harmed,
sexually abused asexually exploited by
parent or by another person and the parent
monitory or unable to protect the
child, or if the child has been or is likely
to be physically harmed because of neglect by the child's parent," or
i

if

Nedtad is.aba

ity hamud by the
t;
the child is deprived of necessary
health care;

purenti

the child'sdevelopmentis

likelyto be

seriously impaired by a tratablecondition and the child', parent refuses
to provide or consent to tenement.
the child's parent is unable orunwiliing to are for the child and has not
made adequate provision for the

child's are;
the child is or

has been absent from
home coda t
endanger
the child's safety or well -being;
the child's parent is dad and adequate provision has not been made
for the child's care; and
the child has been abandoned and
,.

adequate provision has na been made
for the child's are.

How to Report

All child abuse and neglect concerns

most

be reported to a Ministry for Children and

Fam.l.nch.IJ

potent teal

workerar
First Nations child welfare agency that
provides child protection services. This
applies even if report has been made to
the police.
a

There are three ways to reach a Ministry
for Children end Families child protection
social worker:

Ministry for Children and tame
lies - local district omen,
Monday to Friday 530 a.m. to 4:30
Bend the beer pager of to., plan
book).
p.m.

After Hours Lines for Vancouver,
North Shore, Richmond: 604 -6604927 Lower Mainland (Burnaby and
Delta in the west to Maple Ridge and
Langley in the sank 600.660 -8180
Anywhere else in B.C.: 1- 800.663I

9122

Helpline for Children

- dial 0 and
hie operant for Bann 1234. This
toll -free service opera, 24 hours a
day.

-

-ter, Mud w memo

alt.

share some thing I read in
the book "oawnac'akuk

yaqwii?itg quotas.

The elders cautioned that sear.
ing. land and resource base has
to be the priority for treaty
negotiations.

(Page 22)

Now I'm going to comeback to
the changes that I've seen. told you
about respect.
talk about parenting.
Some of the people, they seem to be
reejeca(how true hey ?) Nobody wants
to talk roam They're alcoholics.
You end I don't give them any kind arc h
sense of belonging. It is yours and my
responsibility to make that person.
Regardless of who he is, call
him in; give him aometbingtwon. You
as a native must be prom cause we're
1

Families and for their own elders at
home, and took responsibility to call in
ushtukyo (doctors) and pay than
when necessary.
It was possible for families to fulfil
this responsibility because they had
access to all the resources of their

called the sharing people.
Our responsibilities are great.
That is very true every word he said. I
see all Nat too and 1 have felt it too.
Therefore, Icon sure I know how those
people feel. Let's gee together and help

Kabul *..
a

lard and resource base has to be the
priority for treaty negotiations.
They see risk of giving up medical
and other benefits, Wen equivalent

If they did not fulfil their respomibiliwith appropriate distribution and
speeches that reinforced the expects

see the results of several years of hard
bargaining by Canada, British Columbia
and
which
will see
the first time in B.C. history
Fast Nation citizens paying income taxes, ales taxes and GST in the
same manner as other B.C. mittens.
The Nisp). government, like mama/
governments, won't pay axes directly, ben
they have agreed, in another first for First
coat bass to the embeds..

.,

The elders cautioned that securing

Chief Negotiator for Canada,

1

They were not dependent on Band
office or other government service to
do this.

hawilth

as a

Child Family and Community Ser
ùe Act sets out the c ircumssances under

The

The Nisga'a agreement

Page 9

-

When to Report a child
in need of protection

Nisga'a Treaty
In recent weeks there has been considerable debate in the media concerning the

la- Shilth -Sa, October 22, 1998

other.

resource base is not restored under the

Emd t.

FOP INFORMATION ON

r=s
moseenauressmana
sod

ro

were onmensma

It was possible for families to
fulfil this responsibility because

CO.

they had access to all the re-

a of their hawilth's

Barristers

hahoulthi.

ti Solicitors

5;t4 a.Flector Road.
P0. Box 1178. Port Alberni
B.C. 99Y ¡Ml

If Nuu chah -nulth do not have the
resource bau, there will be a continuing need for revenue transfers from the
other governments that do have the

Phone: 723 -1993
Faxr7230994
Personal injur2 !Modems. including motor
vehicle accident injury claims

resource bau.

korsowirie
It

stint

Community b Human Services
Fighting HIV/AIDS

Anonymous

tress

ia

Nuu -Chah -Ninth

0,,11,09

a

_j

A little girl enjoys her new surroundings at the Ditidaht Preschool.
The school also houses a kindergarten class, and after school programs for children up to 12 years old. The centre will be holding,
grand opening in November.

\

"After Hours Outreach Crisis
Intervention Services"
8:00 pm to 2:00 am

mod^
"What
This is

a

is

-7 days a week

720 -6140

the ether Hours Outreach Crisis Intervention Services]"

program to increase and provide Support, Counselling, Mediation, and Crisis
Intervention on an After Hours Basis.

Office 723 -8281( 8:30am no 4:30pm) Fa: 723 -1877
3555 - 4th Ave., Port Alberni, B.C. V9y ell,

n

ts
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Whaling
Makah Whale

Management

Since opponents of ere Makah whale
hunt are getting moo of the headlines
in the mainstream, sensationalist press,
we respectfully offer the Makah Nation
o Mande m remand to the charges
levelled against them by idea protesters
- Editor.

Plan
The Makah Tribe has adopted a

Collected from the Makah barmy, site:

.M maid. .omhh,ka.Nm
ts

Whaling has been a pan of she Makah
Nation for the past 2000 years. but we
had to stop our traditions in the 1920's
because of a scarcity of gray whales,
used by non -native commercial
whalers.

Whaling and whales have remained
central lo Makah culture.
Since 1993, scientists around the globe
have been saying that whales are more
plentiful than they were before commercial whaling began, and that the oceans
are becoming overpopulated with whales.

The 1996 gray whale population estimate
was 22,263 whales. The population
a of about
increase
continues
despite continuous
2.5 amenper
about
16s
gray whales a
harvesting of
year by Russian aborigines - the
Chuketki, for the last 30 or 60 years.
This abundance now makes it possible

for us to resume the hunt.
There has
intensification of
interest in our own history and culture
since the archeological dig at our village
of Ozette in 1970, which uncovered
NmsadsuLwtiLma- bearing wimesa.a.
our whaling tradition.

bens

/'x

Whale hunting imposes purpose
and a discipline which we believe
will benefit our entire community.
Many Makahs feel that our health
problems area result, in some degree, to
our traditional diet of seafood
the loss
and sea mammal meat. We would like to
remora she meat of the whale to our diet.
rMany of us also believe that problems
besetting our young people stem from
lack of discipline and pride. We believe
that the restoration ofwhaling will help to
restore Mat discipline and pride.
Whaling and whales have remained
central to Makah culture.
They are in our songs, our dances, our
designs, and our basketry. Our social
structure is based on traditional whaling
families. The condom of a whale hunt
requires rituals and ceremonies which are
deeply spiritual. Whale hunting imposes a
purpose and a discipline which we
believe will benefit our entire community.

a w

hale at Neah Bay, circa 1910.

We will abide by federal laws which
prohibit commerce in whale meat
Our Tribal law also prohibits any
sale of whale meat or whale products, except for artifacts made by
Makah carvers out of whale bone.
The meat will be distributed to all
embers of the tribe, which presently numbers 1,800 persons. Any
meat
ring will be frozen in
meat lockers for later distribution.

Our Tribal law also prohibits
any sale of whale meat or
whale products, except for
artifacts made by Makah
carvers out of whale bone.
We have been working with Dr.
Allen Ingling, a veterinarian at the

'IImvêlslly ffMaryldnd on the use of
the large bore rifle,wa will beamingafter the whale has been struck with
a harpoon.
Dr. Ingling and representatives from
National Marine Fisheries Service
and the National Marine Mammal
Laboratory have been testing the use
of this rifle. It is expected that the
rifle will achieve immediate
and Math of the wham
when fired at a target area near the
base

of the skull. It

is the most

humane method that can be end
ployed.
While it is true that this is not the
traditional method for the Makahs, it
is fa more humane than the tradi-

sold Makah practice of plunging
spears into the whale to cause
internal bleeding and ultimate death
That method often resulted in a
prolonged and agonizing death for
the whale. The rifle merely replaces
the spear and avoids unnecessary
suffering.
We are aware of the opposition to

Dan Legg, C.G.A.

Jay

R. Norton, F.C.G.A.

Degruchy, Norton & Co.,
Certified General Accountants
Sad floor, 6665 Gertrude Street.,
Port Albain&.'.

V9Y6J7

Bus: (2501726-0185

Far: (250)726 -1770

i

o c.

.torten

whale hunt, but we are also aware
that much of this opposition has been
whipped up deliberately by organized
group who have put out a blizzard of
propaganda attacking us and urging the
public to oppose us.
W
of
this
propaganda
Unfortunately much
contains misinformation, distortion and
outright falsehoods. The anti -whaling
community is very well organized and
ve
very well financed and puts out a steady
am of propaganda designed to
denigrate our culture and play on human
sympathy for all animals.
Perhaps what is last in all of their
rhetoric fs an appreciation of the value
of preserving the culture of an Amencan Indian Tribe - a culture which has
against the
always had to
assumption by ssome
-Indians that
their value an superior to ours
But our opponents would have us
.MALO this parfmf out'eulture and e
restrict it to a museum. To us this
means dead culture. We are trying to
maintain living culture. We can only
one that those whose opposition is
most vicious will be able to recognize
their ethnocentrism subordinating our
culture to theirs.
Weak the public to remember that
through out the history of the United
States there has been a sad record of
of Indian culture.
We hope that thoughtful people will ask
themselves whether they can and
Mould respect the efforts of a small
rite which is trying a preserve its
culture in ways that are consistent with
conservation of natural resources.
Edited by David Whisk,
r

.

twine.

NCN Dance Group Invited to Japan Whaling
Festival
On November 10 - 17, 1998 a
Nuu -chah -ninth dance group will be
raveling to Japan to perform at the
Japan whaling festival in Tokyo.
We would like to extend our
wiih
appreciation to the NCN
and the NTC for their contribution
help with airfare.
We are now fund raising to ensure
that we have enough money for
food.
We respectfully request and would

II,

highly detailed whale management
plan. The plan is pan of an agreement
with National Marine Fisheries
Service and both the plan and the
agreement commit the tribe to
regulate whaling.
The management plan strictly
prohibits commercial sale of whale
products except for traditional
handicrafts (Including artwork) made
from non -edible pans of the whale.
No international trade is permitted.
The regulation includes the

following provisions:
The total number

of gray

whales landed by members between
1998 and 2002 shall not exceed 20

No member may strike a gray
whale calf or female gray whale
accompanied by a calf or calves.
No member may strike a
whale other than a gray whale.
No member may engage In
whaling except under the control of a
whaling captain whets in possession
of a valid whaling permit issued by
the Commission and approved by the
Council.
The Commission may issue
whaling permit only after determining
that there rt an unmet traditional
subsistence or cultural reed for
whale products in the tribal comma.
nity.
w,
The Commission shall establish certification guidelines and a
certification process for whaling
captains, harpooners, riflemen,
divers canoe paddlers and other
whaling team members.
Whaling shall be permitted
only In those open waters of the
Pacific Ocean which are outside the
Tallish- Pronda Line, and within the
adjudicated usual and accustomed
grounds of the Makah Tribe.
Area restrictions designed to
take only migrating whales
endnot resident whales.
A prohibition againstthe taking
of suckling calves or female whales
accompanied by calves.
A prohibition against sale of
any whale meat or products except
for traditional native handicrafts.
Whale products taken pursuant
tomb management plan shall be used
exclusively for local consumption and
vial purposes and may not be
sold or offered for sale. No member
may receive money for participation

Inhaling.
NMFS monitoring of the hunt.
Prosecution and punishment of any
tribal whalers who violate tribal
regulations adopted to carry out the
tarns of the memorandum
enenanrdu of
understanding with NMFS. Maxi um penalty is $5000 and 12 months

By Chief Edgar Charlie 00019551
It is incumbent on me to offer my

also believe that it is our time to
nice the oppression that we llive
today.
Chiefthneek states that we must
make. decision of action. If we don't
then other fonts of oppression will be
I

personal feelings in what traditional
whaling means to me.

Forme, whaling is every important
part of our history.

If there is

time to grasp what
our forefathers had, now is the

The point I am attempting to make is
that our rights as aboriginals are being
stripped and taken away from us.
We cannot allow further forms of
oppression.
The right to go whaling is one that is
threatened to be taken away. I personally cannot see then telling as that we
cannot as out for our traditional foods.
Yes! I did have a feed of whale
meat and blubber last wingers when
was nvitdtn attend the World
Council of Whalers Conference held in

a

time.
Our forefathers looked up to the
crsstor fora peaceful spirit and mind,
to Ina0e. physical and emotional
strength, by attaining these gifts, it did
without question create abetter person,
family and community.
Most importantly was the faith In the
Great Spirit, faith in oneself
believe by having airtime gifts, Was
into the picture.
Because
se ol lath through faith, food
was provided and whale is part of our
better diet
If there is atime to grasp what our
forefathers had, now is the time.
I reference to our rights for survival,
sustenance Ito be the foremost if we
are to survive.

.

1

1

Victoria.
I recall maybe forty years or so ago
our last great whale from Ahousaht
was Edwin Frank Sr.
I have great admiration for this man
and
betook it on himself to
practice his right for food sources and

Lave

Our rights as aboriginals are
being stripped and taken away
from us.
We cannot allow further forms

are

foam.

To become tself- sufficient
must get
rid of this oppression forever. And we
must request to be heard and heard
properly. I see in my own observations
that there is no equality for as today.
It is of great significance and sacred
with great history
were
performed by all Nuu- chah- nulth.
Keep in focus that I stn only offering
my personal opinion.
I know I'll probably never go whaling
myself However, it still of utmost
importance to maintain that right. We
not lose any more rights we have
least
To the Neah Bay people, I support you
fully to maintain your rights and your
laws. wish you all well. Good,
peaceful hurting.
In conclusion, my hopes are that the
community at large will and can have a
better understanding of our rights.
Chooch. Elmo! Kleco!
t Air/ Harms, Edgar Charlie,
a grandson
Kelthsmahe whaler.

anti.

Chief Hanuquii Edgar Charlie

I recall maybe forty years or is
ago our last great whaler from
Ahousaht was Edwin Frank Sr.
To this day the great performance and
kat Edwin took. Edwin had that faith

1

of

sue

of oppression.
take the privilege to roller back to a
statement made by one of the Ahousaht
1

Chiefs (Omeek).
That its time to take action now! Yes,

Nuu- chah -nulth Travelling Exhibit - Project Outline
The Royal B.C. Museum (RBCM) is
developing, in
with the
NTC, the NTC Elders Advisory
Council, Nuu- chah -nulth organize tìons and people.. major exhibit of
Nuu 'ohah -nulth art and ethnography.
After the exhibit opens in Victoria, it

will

be sent to

other North American

The exhibitis planned be "on the road"
for up to five years, and may travel to ten
or more
and be seen by millions
of people. The exhibit will open at the
RBCM in July 1999, and will exhibit approximately 125 cultural treasures (anti
feats); other treasures may be included
through photographs in the exhibit or in
the exhibit catalogue. These 125 culturally significant treasures will represent
and involve an estimated Is to 20 Nuu chah-nulth hi wiih and families. They

en

must be researched so that information
presented for each treasure in the exhibit
is =comic from the perspective of the
contribMing ha wiih and families
The process for conducting the research
has been authorized by the Nuu -chahnulih Tribal Counci I through the following resolution passed on July 7, 1998:
"that the NTC assign the OTC
Elders Advisory Council to
work with Jim Haggarry, Kevin
Near band roams Dennis Sr. to

Under the direction of Me Elders Advisory Council ,[heprojectteamiscontact-

wwwanowsman.net

es*

24 -halo live Tech Support

e Unlimited

#ire

&

use

of the rights

and privileges

imprisonment.

éEl

anyone would be willing to give
towards our trip.

Serving Pon

Abro

We are

a

UGuebt. ToBno

&

Bamhekl

-Statua Fnandy business

EC7ED"

Robert Dennis Sr. 723-0110 (Port

Alberni)
Kevin Neer! 250-8814793
(Victoria)
Jim Beggarly 250.386 -9839
(Victoria)

ROYAL

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

Limited Access Accounts

A Full Renee of Computer Sides &Service

have questions about this project
you can contact the project team:

of the

MUSEUM

s

If you

identify the traditional owners of selamed cultural treasures rand.).
obtain agreement for the authorized

treasures; and
work with the chiefly families to
record appropriate histories that explain the meaning of the toped.

Phone: (230)724-1719 Fax: (269)724 -6078

Conn.

The project team is seeking to

ing individual Nenochah-mdth
First Nations and important
chiefly families for the
Thunderbird. Whale and Lightning Snake project"

Ina -C ta Am. Port Absent, B.C. VIse lx8

Fut) T.1 Inflamed

to obtain their suppon,paulciand approval for the RBCM to display their toped in the exhibit.
pa

chiefly families represented by the

Aerovav:nth h tornst Connections

e

hind, and chiefly
familieswithinthe greaterNuushah -ninth
ing First Nations,

comma

Your One óGOp Computer CeaOar

Henri

within himself to get whale
We must keep in focus man "our rights"

o

noosed

graio.ly except any donations that
Kleco Kleco,

Page I1

Ahousaht Chief Hanuquii on Whaling

Makah respond to rhetoric

Makah whalers cut

-

The informer osproviddmay be usedthe
exhibit and catalogue labels and text. If
permission is granted, daeumentatian will
include audio or video recordings. This
will ensure Sat the information prosided
by the ownersofthe toped is presented acwroth to the public.

If any Nuu -chap -nulth
members would like to
receive World Council of
Whalers newsletters,

write to:

W.C.W.
P.O. Box 291
Brentwood Bay, B.C.
V8M 1123
ore -mail: wow @island.net

r
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All of the crews are made up of local
First Nations people and displaced
fishermen, with Fisheries Renewal B.C.
footing most of the 561,000 bill. Other
ntributors include
the Na..
-ninth
Tribal
Council,
and
various
chah

N.T.C. Fisheries Program

surveys Clayoquot Sound
that skip down mountainsides into the
many west coast harbours and, inlets

By David Wiwchar
Southern Region Repone

t. bays.
and

The helicopter drops. off in a small,
marshy field, halfway up mountain at
the head of Itedwell Sound.
From here it's a half mile hike down a
bone-dry riverbed, with boulders the
size of school buses, ail covered in stills
slippery algae, where water had been
Bowing strong before this summer's
drought.

With information gathered in
notebooks, the crew scrambles
hack up the boulders to await
the helicopter before flying off to
explore a different stream.
When water is finally found, the.
three members of the N.T.C. Fisheries
Stream Survey Crew rest briefly on the
steep riverbank, preparing faro
pennon of data collation as they map
out a section of this small stream and all
of the life forms in and around.
Richard George and Andrew Muir
begin their trek downstream.
an electroshock
Andrew
backpack while Richard card. a netscoop to collect any fish or bugs brought
to the surface by the light, electric

win

shock
Team Leader Chris Wysiekierski drops
traps in note deeper pools of the
stream measuring the size of the
combed, its banks, end documenting
all of the features of its landscape, and
the plants that surround it.

.ow
Across Clayoquot Sound, e
second crew navigatrs its way up
another dry riverbed. More than
100 fret from its mouth, trickle
of water still runs beneath huge
red cedars and Douglas fin.
Although no fish were found on this
day, the data collected from this seldom son. stream will be enured into an
overall database by Jason Valentine so
fore

companies, government minisand area First Nations governs
mu know exactly what lies within
their wanes. and the potential
productìvities of the venous dreams

a

lava,

With information gathered in notebooks, the crew scrambles backup the
boulders to await the helicopter before
flying off morelorc a different stream.
Across Clayoquot Sound, a second crew
navigates its way up another dry
riverbed. More than 100 feet from its
mouth, a trickle of water pill runs
beneath huge red cedars and Douglas
firs.
Monaco Lewis, Danielle Power and
Rob Tanner lug tape measures and
survey equipment up the stream bed,
mapping out every feature and contour,
fared to imagine how the river flows
along these rocks since there are no
ex
t
confine beer guesses.
Clearly, the heat of this El Nino
summer has been detraining to these
as water barely drape in places
where it normally rushes over Mwda
boulders
and under wind- fallen trees
With Me mien forecasted for tomorrow,
the N.T.C. Fisheries Survey Crews soh
to finish off their data collections before
the mountains become wrapped in their
'ter cloak of fog and rain.
Nuu -chat -nulth Tribal Council fisheries
crews are performing a myriad of tasks
near Tofino this summer, and this
surveying and indexing programs only

Andrew Muir (left) and Richard
George conduct electro -shock
surveying one small mountain
stream in Clayoquot Sound.

,

scientists have to be careful not to
impact on these stocks while improving
salmon production.

Crews first remove logging
debris by hand, saw and winch,
before beginning steam inventory, tree planting, grass seeding
and silt erosion control methods
begin.

Crews have been busy restoring and
enhancing creeks, rivers and streams to
their previous glories: before local
watersheds echoed with the

alma

I chain.ws.

.

Central Region biologists have ban
spending a lot of time out with the
and in the office
g
mapping out
ways of increasing salmon production in
these remote west coast streams while
ring their natural genetic

aivtiw.
N.T.C. Fisheries Survey Crewe
rush to finish off their data
collections before the mountains
become wrapped in their winter
cloak of fog and rain.
Some

of these streams already hold

populations of Dolly Varian trout and
summer-run sfD Ihead, so N.T.C.

nsultingfirms.
As a result, stream such as Thornton
and Torino (Deer) creeks, and the
Bodo. is. Lost Shoe and Staghom
watersheds have been getting some
long- overdueanention,
Crews Brno remove logging debris by
hand,
aid winch, before beginning
steam inventory, tree planting, grass
seeding and silt erosion control methods

By David Wiwchar
Southern Region Reponer

begin.

The Depart meet of Fisheries
and Oceans have long ignored
the Henderson River sockeye as
a significant contributor to the
commercial and recreational
fishery in Barkley Sound and
the Alberni Inlet.

Habitat rehabilitation also includes
adding rocks and physical structure to
create riffles and other water features
preferred by salmon. In some cases, offchannel ponds will be built to improve
winter molt survival.
Throughout the summer months, the
two N.T.C. Fisheries Stream Survey
yews explored, mapped, collected,
counted and indexed all of the trams
within the Tranquil, Aeon, and Cypre
river watersheds.
And their continuing work has already
proved invaluable to related research
projects going on within the Clayoquot
Sound area.
Crews will wrap up their work within
the next few weeks, returning again
next
confirm this valuable
worksin Clayoquot Sound.

Fisheries Renewal B.C. funding
many valuable NCN Projects

one ofmany.

Fished. Renewal B.C. (FishRBC)

is a

provincial crown corporation whose
m <r date is to improve salmon prod..
M.
onthroughhebitetrestorationand

adamant projects.
Fish RBC receives most of Its funding
from Forests Renewal B.C. (FRBC)
with the wealthier FRBC giving
FishRBC S7.5 million ayear our of its
$300 million a year budget.
F
fah es pe peat , FRBC
was established to rehabilitate watersheds through acct
such as road
deactivation, terrain stabilization, tree
replanting, strem restoration, etc.," said
N.T.C. Fisheries Program Manager Don
Hell. "Another large component of
FRBC work carried old in Nuuchahnulth area is Fish and Fish Habitat
Inventory, like the project the NTC
administer in Clayoquot Sound for the
BC Ministry of Environment, Lands and
,

Parks.

FishRBC, through their delivery
agent RAMS, has fended total
of 13 N.T.C. fisheries projects
this year to the tune of 5288,480.

the Regional Aquatic Management
Society (RAMS) is in charge of
administering and approving programs

for FishRBC funding.
Made up of cross -section of West
Coast communities, RAMS has funded
total of 13 N.T.C. fisheries projects
this year to the tune of S288,480.
-ninth involvement in West
Coast salmon enhancement projects is
incredibly important says Don Hall.

DFO and BC have failed to do
this work over the decades, and
that is why many think that our
resources are in the state that
they are in.
'"the wealth of resources that a
thriving Nuu- chah- nulthpopulation
depended on for thousands of years has
been decimated in the last 100 years.
N tau halt. Ith Ha'wiih rccogniae that
they lose their connection to the sa
a significant part of their
culture, health, and economic well
being will be lost" said Hall.
"The Nuu- chah-nulth are in a hens to

if

1998.

The line for FRBC seems to be fish
habitat work, and time the creation of
Fisheries Renewal BC, Forest Renewal
BC seems to be getting farther away
from funding any new projects directly
related to fish," said Hall.
FishRBC receives funding from other
sources with BC Hydro recently giving
17 million dollars to the organization for
and enhancement work.
rThroughoutauu- chah- nulthlerntory,
.

N.T.C. Fisheries Biologist Bronwen Lewis records information
collected along along a dry stream bed in Clayoquot Sound.

One kilometre upstream from the
mouth (the Henderson River, where
the waters of Henderson Lake empty
into rugged Uchucklesit lain. seta
unassuming but very important orange
plastic fence.

The Henderson Riva coming fence
is a chain of orange Vexar fencing
attached to 2x4 frames, and is strong
to hold up the hopes of N.T.C.
Srough
Southern Biologist Jim Lane as he sets
oils prove the impmtan. of the
Henderson River to the sockeye

population of the Alberni Inlet and
Barkley Sound.
The Department of Fisheries and
Oceans have long ignored the
Henderson River sockeye as a significant
to the commercial and
and fishery in Barkley Sound
and the Alberni Inlet But based on
local knowledge of Uchucklesaht
embers, and sarong scientific
hunch, Lane has pooled together
enough resources tau prove DFO
wrong

Up until the late 1920's, 80%
of the Barkley Sound sockeye
originated from Henderson
Lake. But due to overgshing
and habitat loss caused by
extensive logging activities in
the area, the Henderson stock
now
ants for only 5 to 15
% of the Barkley Sound sockeye biomass.
The bulk

of Barkley Sound sockeye

from the Henderson,
Great Central, and $groat lake sysare produced

sass. These three stocks support
fisheries for First Nations food and
commercial uses, recreational, and the

only commercial net fishery for
sockeye salmon along the west coast of

rs

Lama

grounds.
The Nuu -chah -nulth Tribal Council
Fisheries Department and the
lese Finn Nation have learned
up to provide DFO scientists and rearchers with the only dace available for
this over-looked sockeye pock.
Fish swim through a op box equipped
soh.. mechanical counter, and a down
stream gate allows downstream migrating
fish to soap
After one particularly heavy rainstorm,
the river level rose more than four feet,
rushing over Me counting fence. But
thanks to boulders, sandbags and rear,
the fence held strong; much to the relief
of its builder, N.T.C. Fisheries Biologist

r

lam.

Lane had pre- assembled the 25 fish - .....;
fence panels in his back yard before they
were shipped up the Alberni Canal, and
carried up a winding trail to their final
destination.

The Henderson River counting
fence provides DFO scientists and
researchers with the only data
available for this over -looked
sockeye stock.
From July to October, the electronic
fence counter and members of the farce
crews sound 18,178 sockeye, 4,638
large adult coho and 24 adult chum
Lane says given the new understanding
of the run -timing in the Henderson, and
the overflow periods, it is very probable
that a s Tani
number of sockeye

'fiat

e'it

.\e

through their aboriginal

and through rebuilding and restoring the

their former levels of
abundance so that there is something for
current and future generations to
harvest The palms fund. under
sea resources to

Nuschah -ninth are in

battle to
both maintain access to the
resources through their aboriginal rights, eventual treaty rights,
and commercial access, and
through rebuilding and restoring

i3T

rj!

N.T.C. biologist Jim Lane
collects scale sample from a
Henderson River sockeye
migrated upstream into Henderson lake
...tom going through the counters.
The Henderson River Fence Project's
544,500 bill was largely covered by
Fisher. Renewal B.C. (S25,000), with
the remaining funding coming from
N.T.C. Fisheries, Uchucklesaht First
Nation, and the Habitat Enhancement
Branch of DFO. MacMillan Blondel's
Alberni Pacific Division Mill donated
all of the lumber needed for the fence.

Although DFO maintains that the
Henderson Luke sockeye enter the river
system in August, lane is proving that
more than one-thid of the run is in the
system by July.
Lane plans to continue the project next
year in order to prove his theory, and
hopes to prove that Henderson and
Somass sockeye runs share a similar
timing.

This year, Lane's fence stood strong
during overflow periods, but the
combination of high water, and local
Black Bears using the
a bridge

(ana

across the meshing waters caused the
lend of the
gf

But as the bears brought down the
fence with their sir and weight, N.T.C.
Biologist Jim lane brought down
DFO's limited understanding of the
importance of Henderson River sockeye
'th h' damn nat
dhsded don to First Nations fishermen in and
around Barkley Sound.

FOR

a

the sea resources to their former
levels of abundance so that there
is something for current and
future generations to harvest.
Local, con-native communities share
this objective` and Nu u-chah-nulth
leaders have recognized that they will
have to be pan of the shard solution.
"Part of the management of the
sources

ve these types of assessment

and restoration projects," said Hall.

"DFO and BC have filled to do this
work over the decades. and that is why
many think that our resources are in the
state that they are in. Government is

doing less these days than in years past,
but providing more opportunity for local
people and First Nations' communities
to do more through these types of
projects. In moo cases its wsCefftitre
to use local knowledge and local people
to do the work, and the quality of the
work should improve over time as skills,
education, and hands-on experience
increase," Hall said.
To Nuu'hah-nulth Tribal Council's
Fisheries Program, has ban able to
oilier funding from RAMS and
FishRBC to not only gather incredibly
valuable and important fisheries data
and information, but have also been able
to employ many First Nations people
and displaced west coast fishers.
And although Forest Renewal BC
recently announced huge cutbacks to
their budget for the next few years, they
r.ognice that the projects being run by
N.T.C. Fisheries, and funded by
FishRBC, are important programs that
must continu m the west mast of
Vancouver ldatl.

SALE

"INDIAN RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS:

THE NUU- CBAH -NULTB EXPERIENCE" BOOB
These books have been re- ordered, and are once again
available from our Nuu- chah -nulth Community and Human
Services Program Office.
and

"NUU- CHAH -NULTR TRIBAL COUNCIL
VIDEO
BEYOND SURVIVAL'
These videos have also been re- ordered, and are once again
available from our Nuu- chah -nulth Community and Human
Services Program Office.

/

Video $100.00 /there is a discount price
available to all First Nation members]

Books are 120.00

Fisheries Renewal BC, Forest Renewal
BC, and DFO are directed at protecting
and restoring habitat and the codependent fisheriesresoumes"
wiih
A goal of the Nuuchah -ninth
a to regain authority and jurisdiction

Send your orders to:

Nuu -chah -nulth Community and Human

Hi

Continued ou page 13.

12

over the management of their resources
that was lost in the last 100 years to the
federal and provincial governments.

Neva

.a

rightseventual
nt
treaty rights, and cornmeal access,

continued from page

lad.

Habitat improvements note Somas.
River system, changes in fisheries
regulations, and the c larve of the
Henderson Lake sockeye hatchery are
also seen as factors for this dramatic drop
in aookeyestock composition.
Little is known about the Henderson runtiming's as in-season stock assessments
dome tuna the Henderson sockeye,
focussing solely on the Soma and Great
Central stocks.
Henderson sockeye are not
until they aoive at their spawning

Page 13

Fish RBC

Vancouver
Up until the late 1920's, 80% of the
Barkley Sound sockeye originated from
Henderson Lake, But due to overfishing
and habitat loss.usod by extensive
logging activities in the area, the
Henderson stock now accounts for only 5
to 15 %of the Barkley Sound sockeye

l

both maintain access to the

Under the Fish Inventory funding
envelope, the MC participated in
salmon escapement work in 1996 and
1997 but the funding was eliminated in

Counting fence reveals
secrets of Henderson Lake

-

Jim Lane and Bruce Hepburn check the Henderson River
fence before the rainy season begins

Services Program
P.O. Boo 1280
Port Alberni, BC
V9Y 7M2
Fax (250) 724.6642
Phone (250) 724 -3232

r
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Ahousaht Representative attends UNESCO Conference
on "Natural" Sacred Sites
by eh ?h moo not *ens
Nation, Nuu- chah -nulth

Ahem.

First

strand how the culture and the territory
links Nun- chah -nulth people in a spirit of

Marlene Mien. Doctoral Student,

-1hsuk -leh.ti .walk'

Educational Studies, UMC

interconnectedness in which we are one
ry
with each other and the
the
r
Sound
provided
Maps of

From September 22 -259,1
an hisleged m be able to participate
teat confeEnce in Puts.
toric
Economic. So.
Freese at timedNarwn Economic,
sinned
cal
hod
sacred sites ed
headquarters about
identified, maintained, and managed
thou hwl the world
was

privi -

We have often heard elders talk
about how Neu who b -nulth culture included talking to the Creator in special places in the territory to find new visions and
strength for doing cultural work.

an

n the pictmaHoor
contemporary mourn of
.

M,

-cal

n

the
Maagmsiis village demonstrated
organization of the housing has been

changed ove 70 years.
arrangement of the hall in
Pictures of
which the various ritual events take place
demonstrated how this cultural organization ofthe space is designed to emphasize

std their
the sacredness of the activities and

where there is strife between various
peoples claiming the some sites.
A second goal was to Uy to understand
how these sites are related to bio-diversin and .stainability of resources.
And e third goal was to bring this niton
mation together for the first time and
compile it in document that could be
distributed world wide to influence local

importance.
Pictures ofsomeothhe sites emo strat
how they were "close to home" and could
serve as almost a daily remind. of the sacred activities the took place there.
Nuu -cheh -ninth consider the territory as
a voltaic'. sacred because it is marked with
the stones of the histories of its people.
Sacred sites are special reminders of lessons of Mew histories that can also serve
see place to learn today.
Nuu chap- nulthcultureknitstogeherthe
territory and the people.
Traditionally this was done through the
organisation of houses in the winter village or living arrangements In the main
house oft particular lineage.

policy.
Over the years we have heard the elders
talk about how sated sites are linked to
histories of Nw.chabou. nations and
about ha- huulhi.
We have oren heard elders Wk about
how Nuu -chah -ninth culture included
talking to the Creator in special places In
the territory to find new visions and
strength for doing cultural work.

Nuu -shah -ninth consider the territory as whole is sacred because
it is marked with the stories of the
histories of its people.
Sacred sites are special reminders
of lessons of these histories that
o also serve as a place to learn
today.

of the first goals of ile work is to
promote peace in areas of the world
One

s'es

For the Nuu -chah -ninth, sacred
sites have counted among the most

precious cultural resources.
Some of us have been privileged to visit
sacred sites in our own mown. with
family elders and possibly even to par-

ticipate innotals.. link family histories
to such place of origin.
Some fus have participated In events
at such places that have special meaning, for out nations or families

For the Nuu -chah- nulrh, sacred sites
have counted among the most precious
cultural resources.
My display at the conference featured
only Ne well known sacred sites associaced with the Atleo
hfmily in the territory
f the Ahousaht First Nation.
The discussion in than display demon-

d

This organization wu related to where
families originated in the territory.
The duce and song, link histories of
families to the territories and every time
there is
usance of such songs and
dances our bodies re- enact and celebrate

épi

turn these songs and dances were
linked to ha- huulhi so Nose within famiIn

lies and those from other families could
better understand the obligations and
privileges associated with parts of the territory and to each other.
For example, research in the Mho River
Watershed under the direction oohs Riand Navvy Turner, with stuchard
dents Julia Craig and Robin Smith, as
well as Ahousaht summer trainees Greg
Hayes, Paul Frank, lb; Daphne Frank,
and Travis Thomas documented the rich

All.

Mothers Support Group

resource potential of this area
One special emphasis romeo out to be the
him
tutus on of plant resources.
el gone
i
lar areas which has largely
particular
unrecognized as being agree], valued

tot. self sufficiency olNos
historian r

ha h -ninth

.

Another emphasis was the potential of enhancing bin- diversity
with such techniques and the
sustainability with ha- huulhi as a
management strategy.
Another emphasis was the potential of
enhancing too-dl. entry with such techniques and the sustaìrmbility with hahuuihi as a management strategy.
While many conference papers were
highly technical, the final day served to
be particularly informative.
The forum was Imposed when Ellen Lee
from Parks Carmda who is working on the
Yuan Project with Jerry lack demonstrand how far ahead Canada is in duel.
oping policy about sacred sites.
I pointed out to her that this advanced
policy is very much related to the strong
of First Natiei and clew demands
bored m sophistkaed traditions.
In the United States and other countries
of the world, the voices of indigenous
peoples largely go unheard in.
The conference wdd with a special panel
discussion by Indigenous Youth intros
with the United Nations Working Group
on Indigenous Rights.
These young adults voiced their concern
about the way sacred sites of indigenous
people are taken out ofthe control and use

°floral

people and subjectedtotheimornational policy and ew
They saw .o"
-sin which encourages
pilgrimages to such places as potential
1051g-Ire hede 10 local cultures ad the
sites themselves.
¡took the opportunity of their present."
invite these young people to the

.

is

I

AhousahtCmoeQuestin August of 1999
with the material Anne Atleo prepared

Sacred sites are indeed a rich en-

try into territory through history,
culture, and our idol iumhipsw th
each other.
I

acknowledgetheirconnibutionthrough

the Working Group on lndigenous0ights.
Then invited them to experience how
the youth of the Canoe Cultures are
breaking down barriers of distance using Oaditiaral means to work together.
Sacred sites are indeed a rich entry into
territory through history, culture, and out
relationships with each other.
I would like to thank the people and or1

gatoutimsNu generously urpportdmy
efforts.
My partner Chief Unmet, E. Richard
Atleo and my mother -in -law, Elsie
Robinson supported my efforts both financially and in spirit

Pon Alberni Friendship Center
November 10,1998
and December 15,1998.

l:00pm- 4:00pm
"A group of women meet on a monthly

basis to offer support for
mothers whose children have died recently or need to discuss unre-

solved grief."

in

Arlo) River Air provided T -shorts with
...Morose funds and Molluscs to proromote Martamine..
u
Anne Atli, for putting
together the
Ahousaht Canoe Quart
for dismiasmic
Louie provioftheAhomatinreatyOffice for providing confirmation of info-

moon
Jack Little for informing the research
unity associated with

Nuu -chah-

nulth and gathering their support.
Robert Atleo deserves special thanks because he orgmized contributions from
Ahousaht to distribute or sell to confer once participants, which included broesters from most of the Ahousaht and
some

Tonmain busmen...

I

maratlw@island.net

message
from your

A

N.T.C.
Post -Secondary

Counselor
Hello from the Post Secondary Education
Olñsz.
For November Kelly's travel schedule is
as follows.
Nov. 2 S Victoria (3824400)
Nov. 915VO turnover (684-2151)
Nov. 16 -19 Neueim, (753 -6601)
Lest week we held a dinner in Vice..
for the students attending there.
It went very well, and we would like to
thank all the students who came
We were especially impressed by all the
words ofsupportthe students had for each
other.

Next week we will host a dinner for stu
dent. Nanaimo, and next month we will
be doing the same lathe Vancouver students and the Port Alberni students.
Here are a few reminders of important
dates coming up. January 319 new dead.line for applications for the 19992000
school year.
All students need to get in an application
if they want to mend either in the sum
mer semester of in September 99.
1

will have appl
application packages with

From the Health

Files- Ministry of

Heath and Ministry Responsible for
Seniors

.*140-t
1(

What'd hemp?

Influenza - -the fluis an acutely contagious
ry discaused b
vim. Flu symptoms
can include e runny nose, headache,
muscleman, fever, nausea, and diarrhea
Although colds and various other viruses
cause imitar symptoms,we influenza is
typically much more debilitating than an
ordinary virus. That's why ifs rmponam
for seniors to seek protection against this
semonal disease.
How Dangerous Is Influenza? Influ-

Nursing Program

-

Nuu-chah-nulth

Mud hahnulth People and Community Health Nurses Working Together
to Make a Difference

enza is

Peptic Ulcers in First Nations People
Increasing numbers of First Nation's
people are suffering with peptic ulcers.
Peptic ulcers are lesions or erosions of
tissues brunt. esophagus, stomach and

cscMOn.11acntaa.ms nuns.

if an epidemic breaks out. Hower,the real threat from nfluenza comes
as it can down your body's resistance,
leaving you vulnerable to secondary infictions. Bacteria peumtnu1 the most
common articularly in the
eldest,. less common infections include
elderly.
viral pneumonia and various disorders of
the nervous system. Worst tall. these
implication. Mural Statistics inis safe

who prance hand washing after using the
bathroom.
Transmission is common amongst chit.
dren.

odenum.
Most
terse

Page 15
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Thanks again to all who helped with this
project.
Those who may be interested tintthe
materials
ehotfor conference displays or
chase who would like a copy of the
paper developed can give me fall at
1- 250 -]Sfi -0050 or oral me at

-

WHY SENIORS SHOULD CONSIDER FLU VACCINATIONS

The Ahousaht Walk the Wild Side and

The risk of infection tends to be high for
people living in crowded conditions.
d
pylori is diagnosed by a
blood test, breath test or biopsy taken at

adduce.

are

irritation, poor blood supply, poor

secretion ofmucous.
Stress can alter gastric function.
Aspirin and alcohol are also common
causes of ulcers.
Symptoms of peptic ulcers is pan in the
abdomen that may be described m Wen"ing, gnawing, crampinat
umally comes In waves the a s t several
ingd
min.

therapy", two antibiotics and IIota for one

of

Complications include bleeding which
can show up in the vomit as bright red or
like coffee ground omen. «the bleeding
may present in the stools.
It has recently been discovered that pep
c ulcers also can he caused by gas
troduodeml infection with the organism
Helicobactor pylori.
The organism is found in 25 -30 % of
young adults and over 50 h of persons
over 60 years.
In most people it lives without doing any
I

more than ,000 Caoadiansdie
annually as a result of influenza.
Whin Should Seniors Know About The
Influenza Vaccine? If you are over 65
years old, it is likely that your immune
system is weaker than it once was. Doctors put seniors in a "high -risk" category
for flu, and advise that they should all re-

Tratmentforhelic°bactorpyloriis "triple

Usually pain is low In the early morning
and after meals.
Pain is most severe before meals and at
bedtime.
Other symptoms include nausea, loss
appetite, and sometimes weight loss.

Mae that

edoscopy.

1

week.
In addition clients are advised to stop
smoking and avoid mpinn(ASA)andproducts containing ASA and avoid excessive
alcohol use.
After treatment the doctor can test to see
if the treatment was effective by doing the
breath test or repeat endoscopy.
This will be done approximately three
week after treatment
n
Lose, is ..mainly not oared by your
medical tool there is a procedure to have
this mediation approved
Usually the pharmacy will contended,
exception people to have the mediation
approved.
For the treatment to be effective it is important to wait until you have the loser
before you start your treatment. soda the
-Pole therapybetaken as prescribed.

1

con

nual

As

well, seniors with chronic heart, lung or
kidney disease, or suffering from doteles cancer or anemia are especially at
risk. The influenza vaccine is
n

Otosimkd o WIT eau
A flu

sol

is the

a

simple

re ?nab k

single bestguarh against

JO

per cent protection against whatever
strains
r
of influenza arc current) in circulation.
For older people, he immunizing effects
of the vaccine last for about four why
before they silo to wen off. Tott o why
the vaccine wood be given in November
gives yore body
build us immunity before the flu season
starts usually in
vember
Getting you,
flu shot in November will also meinuin
your immunitymmtrgh the peak ofthe flu

...hornet

season from January to March.

WhatAte Tie Risks With Yacrinalion?
The influenza vaccines available today
are particularly safe It is rare women.
ence any side effects other than a lulls
tenderness at the injection site A mild
fever anddiscomrnmay develop home
cases. The only people who should not
get vaccinated are those who are allergic
to eggs on egg products, due to the press
ereofeggproteininthevaccine.Ingw-

ai, the potential danger from 001/10gthe

flu far surpass any risk involved woks,
annual vaccination.
Should People Younger Than 65 Also
Get FN Vaccinations? It depends If
you are less than 65 and are unwell
times because of a chronic illness, such
as lung disease, hean disease, diabetes,
other diseases that weaken
yourm
a system, you should also consider du vaccination. This advice applies
both to adults and to children older than
this months

For additional information please
contact your public health nurse
or your doctor.

.
sF

a

Chin,
Ina Thomas RN
Native Liaison Nurse
West Coast General Hospital

harm.

It is spread probably by the fecal- oral
route as it is less common among people

Potlatch Postponed
John Charlie, Angus Campbell, Joe Campbell and Bella Campbell put an
invitation in the last issue of Ha- Shilth -Sa inviting everyone to a Memorial Potlatch
forth, Late Josephine Chadie(Campbell). We, as a fmily, have decided to postpone
this event until further notice. We will inform everyone of the new date.

Char. thank you.
From John Chariie,Angus Campbell, Joe Campbell and Bella Campbell

m

This IRIS photo from the Curtis Collection shows. De -eqi nape
Medicine Woman paddling towards a secluded place where she
will purify herself.

at the dinners, and on my school visits.

The application you submitted Ist tangy.
ary coven the '998/1999 school year up

to the end of April.
Please call either Vickie or Kelly at the

Back lo School Dance
With (luddl

NYC Post Secondary Education dice if
you have

amt.....

PHOTOGRA4N® WANTED
Thomas Martin ofTla-o-qui-aht First Nations is searching for any

photograghs of his late father, Peter Martin.
Ile asks that anyone with photographs of Peter Martin Sr. please contact
him at 250 -725 -2949. He is wining to pay for reproduction costs.
Peter Martin Sr.

Ha- Shilth -Sa, October 22, 1998

of Tkoqui -old First Nations and

passed away

April 1973.

AIXHZ

ffoTallusk

or rho Thunderbird Hall in Ahousaht
Saturday. November 2818
10 pm tell 2 am

T,Am,
IwCN

910 in advance
915 or rho door

wahCrJ
4

EVERYONE WELCOME

/

Children under ll. of Eiders over 51, 85 adv 08 door
For more information, call Colby George or 6709558

Ná=Shilth Sa
Do you know of any friends or family members who
are not receiving their copies ofHa- Shilth -Sa?
If so, tell them to send their name, address and First
Nation to us so we can keep them up -to -date on all of
the happenings and events in Nuu -chah -nulth territory

Ora
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c.

A tin OU liCO. m en Is

Career Opportunities
?eta ilatloa
Certified Early Childhood Educator.
Duties to include Program Development and Implementation
for children ages three to five years.
For more information contact Gloria Valentine at 250 7267342 or fax 250 726 -7362.
Fax resumes with letter of application to Ucluelet First Nation, Attention Personnel Committee, PO Box 699, Ucluelet,
BC. VOR 3A0
Deadline for applications October 23, 1998

Qualifications: Minimum requirements are a B.Sc. in biology or resource management and two years experience in fisheries management; a keen interest in integrated, ecosystem oriented fisheries management and an appreciation of aboriginal cultures and systems of
government Ideally, candidates should have experience working with
First Nations governments and an advanced degree in biology are.
source management.
Salary: A starting salary in the range of $42,400 to $48,200 is
anticipated, depending on qualifications and experience.

Ucluelet First Nation has a
full -time position available for a

Certified Alcohol and Drug Counsellor.

Attn: Personnel Committee.

Deadline for applications October 30/98.

Applications (resume with cover letter) should be sent to:

Nuuchah -nuah Tribal Council
P.O. Box 1383
Port Albami. B.C. V9Y 7M2
The deadline for applications is Monday, October 28, 1998. Original
documents are preferred, but faxed applications will be accepted at
(250) 724 -2172, and email applicators accepted by
'oauoua }land meC. Only candidates selected for interviews will be
t

8

'9

AUXILIARY

SOCIAL WORKER
WANTED

Registered Nurse
to work on -call.

Ti

The Tsawaayuus (Rainbow Gardens)
Women's Auxiliary

CHRISTMAS BAZAAR
Saturday, November 21, 1998
2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Table rentals available for $10 each or 2 for $15.
An Á, cellent opportunity to sell those unique gift items and to let the
public know
existence. There will also be a cakewalk, raffle,
bake sale and music. Money raised will go towards purchasing the
"little extras" for residents. It is our philosophy that "nobody goes
without ". Donations of baked goods or craft items are definitely

aria,

rs

welcome
Women's Auxiliary, 6151 Russell Place, Port Alberni, BC.
Phone 724-565S. Fax 7245666. Em airainbowgddisland.net.
I
Off River Road behind the Riverbend Sham.
Contact Dena McQuigge, Recreation Manager.

(1- 877- A14OU5AT)
TOLL FREE FOR AHOUSAHT TREATY INFORMATION.
This number can also be used for faxing or call 670 -9566.
1- 877 -246 -8728

A

Important Notice To All People
of Ditidaht (Nitinaht) Ancestry

The Ditidaht (Nitinaht) Nation is in the process of negotiating
a Treaty. It is important that all persons of Ditidaht Ancestry
identify themselves in order to participate and benefit from the
1
Treaty.
Anyone who is not already a Registered Member of Dhidaht should immediately contact the Ditidaht Treaty Coordinator in Nanaimo.
Tel: (250) 755 -7824 or toll-free at 1- 800 -997 -3799.

ANN (-01,11,1 INFORMATION

ALLCERTIFICATESOF INDIAN STATUS, WINCH DO NOT
DISPLAY AN EXPIRY DATE,MUST BE RENEWED BEFORE
JANUARY 1, 2000
important that all registered Indians visit their Band office or
the BC Regional Office of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development to renew their Certificate of Indian status card if their status
card does not contain an expiry date. It should be noted that all previous
versions of the status card will only be valid until January 1, 2000.
The purpose of issuing Certificates of Indian Status cards ie to verify
that the cardholder is a registered Indian. Swan cards are only useful if the
photographs are current. It has come to our attention that some registered
Indians have been denied services because some service providers have questimed whether their status cards are still valid.
To remedy this situation, it has been decided that all status cards issued
to individuals under the age of eighteen will have an expiry date of two (2)
years and all status cards issued to individuals over the age of eighteen will
have an expiry date of five (5) years from the date of issue.
This aolicv is effective immediately.
It should be noted that the five -year expiry date does not mean that the
cardholder ceases to be a registered Indian at the end of the five -year period.
It only means that if the cardholder intends to use the stars card to obtain
certain services and benefits, it must be renewed every five years.
Should you have any questions or concerns, please contact your Band
office [or the Membership Clerk of the Nuu -chat -nulth Tribal Council] or the
Indian Registry and Band Lists Program, M(604)666-2059. Toucan also visit
our office in personal 120 -1550 Alberni Street Vancouver, BC. Our office is
open between the hours of 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM, Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday.
If is very

'

To All Ehattesaht Membership

contacted.

Submit completed application forms or your resume at Tsawaayuus, 6151 Russell Place, Port
Alberni, BC, V9Y 7W3

AHOUSAHT TREATY ACCESS NUMBER:

NMI A, .00 MOIMIEW

Dr. Don Hall

I

Applications for Employment are being accepted
at Tsawaayuus Multi -level Care Facility.
We are interested in hiring a

such
linos, have any events that happen in your life
and
w marriage, divorce, birth, death, name change
Bend.
submit yuca docnotify the Ahousaht
documents
When you submit your
m the Nuu-cheh -nulth Tribal Council
office it is just as important to submit these
documents to the Ahousaht Band.
My office hours are Tuesday mornings from 9:00 am. till 12:00: noon.
You can contact Robert Allen at the Ahousaht Band Office.
e
Phone (250)670 -9531 or fax (250)670 -9696.

},

The Nuuchah -nulth Tribal Council is seeking an experienced Fisheries
Biologist who will be challenged to approach fisheries management
issues from an integrated, ecosystem perspective, and to assist the
Nuuchah -nuns First Nations in achieving their goals of increased
participation in fisheries harvest and management, and improved
management of fisheries resources and habitat.
The NTC represents the fourteen Nuuchah -nuth First Nations on the
west coast of Vancouver Island. The successful candidate will be
responsible for providing fisheries management technical assistance
primarily to the First Nations of Clayoquot Sound and northwest Barkley
Sound The position will be based in Tofino or Ucluelet.

Ucluelet First Nation has a position available for a

Duties to include individual and group Counselling. Provide prenative information workshops, community baud program planning
and development, other related activities as designated.
Requirements: minimum two years experience. Must have a valid
driver's license and own vehicle.
Mail/fax resume with letter of application to: Ucluelet First
Nation, PO Box 699 Ucluelet, BC VOR 3A0- Fax 1- 258-726-7552.

Attention Ahousaht Band Members

Regional
Fisheries Biologist

VCeueeet
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The Nuu -chahCommuity and Human Services Program
requires an Auxiliary Social Worker to provide protection services under the Child, Family and Community Service Act, for
the Nuu -chah -nulth area.
A degree in social work preferred or a B.A. in social -services
with related child welfare experience.
'Radbub"r ea
Applicants subject to satisfactory references and police record
review. Personal car will be required on expenses.
CONTACT: CASEWORK SUPERVISOR
-chah -nulth
Community and Human Services Program, P.O. Box 1280, Pon
Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M2.
Phone: (250)724 -3232 Fax:. (250) 724 -6642.

I

'

Deadline for applications: October 30,1998.

KUU -US CRISIS LINE
24 his day w

Pon Alberni,

-

7 days a week

Barfield, the West Coast, etc.

Y.s'

Teen Line - - 723 -2040
Adult Line - - 723 -4050
Toll free number 1- 800 -588 -8717 for long distance callers.
Manned by adult and teen volunteers

The Ehattesaht band Office would like you to phone or mail in your current
address and phone number in order to keep you updated on any band business
or meetings to be held. Thank you Our address
Ehattesaht Band Office
PD. Box 59
?Audios, B.C.
VOP 2A0
Phone: (250) 761 -4155
Fax:(250)7x1 -4156

ATTENTION HUU- AY -AHT BAND MEMBERS
We need your address.
Please call the Huu -ay -alit Band Office at
1 -010- 644-4555
or
ItHtn99S11
Húü- ay-aht Treaty Office at for
(250)723 -0100

anon..

To All Ehattesaht Membership
Hello to you all. !writhe Ehattesaht Secretary and the Ehattesaht Membership
Clerk. Please get all your new babies registered. If you would like your children registered, I will need your child's large birth certificate, and you will need
o sign a consent form that you are requesting your child to be registered under
From Lorraine tube
your band number. I hope to be hearing from you.

J

ATTENTION
TOAILMOWACBAHTiMUCBAL41RFRüTNATRINBINDMFA1BF.11S
AND WE /AL 10Y1(Mn

CRISIS LINE VOLUNTEERS WANTED
The KUU
LINE is looking for both fundraising s ohm tee
and phone line operators. The training for the phone Ilse operators
is sixty hours in length. The training will be in -depth and will cover
many areas including: Family Violence, Suicide, The grieving proass, Mental Health Disorders, Addictions, Child Welfare, as well as
many others. After you have completed three hundred hours ofphon
line work, certificate in Crisis Intervention will be awarded.
The KUU -US CRISIS LINE is a confidential twenty-four hour service
which problem solves with its callers and gives the appropriate referral
based on the needs of the caller. The Crisis Line operates meatyhours a day, seven days a week. For the past 3 years the Crisis Line has
serviced a wide geographical area which includes Pon Alberni, Haul
the West Coast, etc. The Crisis Line is manned by both adult and teen
volunteers. The Crisis Line Operates both Tenn Line which can be
reached at 723 -2040 and an Adult Line which can be reached ät7234050. The Crisis Line also offers toll free number for long distance
callers.

The next class will begin September 14, 1998 and will run until September
299. The classes will be Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
from 6:00pm 10:00pm.

-

To book lin appointment for an interview or for more information call the
Crisis Line Business Office at 723-2323 Monday-Friday 8:00am 4-00om Ask for Tanya or Kris
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MAILINGHA- SHILTH-SA
TO NUU-CHAH-NULTHMEMBERS
looking for addresses of Neu- chah -nulth members who are
NOT receiving the paper. HaSh/BhSa is free for all Nuu -chah -moth mein,
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Happy Birthday and
Congratulations
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Happy 36° Birthday Sid
!love you for many reasons
For every happy time we share,
For every glance that says] care,
For all the things that means
much,
Your warmth, your laugh,
your gentle touch,
Your smile that gives my heart
thrill,
I love you ... I always will!

maar.ay,ar><riw.
Happy Belated 40° Birthday to
toy husband, loam pa. Dad Wayne
Robinson on Seek 2M. Hope you enjoyed
your day and many mare. We love you.
From Esther, Shawn, Teri& baby
Robinson.

lee

,I
1_.

Happy Birthday to Mom/
Grandmother Rosie Ross on Oct.
31'. Love from your daughter
Sherry and granddaughter Rosa
Ross.
Happy Birthday to my sister
Annie Watts on Nov. °. From your
twisted sister They and niece Rosa Ross.
Happy Birthday to Angel Jules
on the Nov. 8 °. From Auntie Varna
Happy Birthday to Sister Virginia
Dec.21
°. From yesa.b
Meson
1

V=

Happy 6° Birthday to my sou
Brandon Frank on Oct Il °. Wow!
I'm so very proud of you. You are
doing great in school; you're smart
active, happy, and healthy. We love
you! You're going to go a long way in
life. Keep up the great attitude you
have. Love always Mom, Dad and
Kennedy.
.

Happy I" Anniversary to Mr. &
Mrs. Elmer Frank of Long Beach. Oct
11° came around really quick; it is hard
to believe it's been a year already. Wishing you both all the bat in the future. lots
of lovoyournieceloenella .John & Boys.
Happy birthday to Francis Frank
11°.
Hope you have agood day.
an Oct

and David Miller. Love always
annon end
Auntie lamella.
Welcome to the world Alicia
August 15,199
Michelle Lynn
A great birthday present for your brother
Matthew. Proud parents of Alipeae Col
lean and Pat James. Love loenella Frank
Welcome to the world Tray'
Alexander born on August 27, 199
Weighed 5 lbs 9 or Proud parents are
Lena and Harry. love engirt.
Wekam to this world Steve who
weighed T lbs 11 or Was born Sept. 8,
1998. Congratulation. Mark who lives
in Agate. Love your cousin Joenella
Frank.©
Happy Oirthdayto the following:
Best Wishes to you all on your birthdays,

ben

amis,

Happy 12° Anniversary to two
special people. Tim and Noma Taylor
for Nov. 30 °. Hope you enjoy your day.
Love from Sid, Shaken end family.
Happy Anniversary to Veronica
and Derain Williams on Oct. 20 °. Happy
Birthday to Dann
Oct 29°, Happy
Birthday to brothers Alfred on Oct. 24°
and Sidney Dick on Oct. 22°. Belated
Birthday to Bev Unger Oct. 7, nephew
Cameron Tatoosh on Oct 17° and happy
belated Birthday to Menu hams, on Oct
15 °. From Auntie Peggy &earl Tree.

a

Happy Birthday t o Lyse Prank on
0016 °. You must have fun onyourspe.
cirri day. loenella John & Boys.
Happy Birthday to Miss Melissa
Martin on O0.28 °. Hey! Give rani call
when you comma Port Alban. lamella

1
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A friendship like ours is rare.
A chance for two people to
show we care,
The best of friends,
we'll always be,
here's to you, here's to me.
Happy 12 °Aniversary
for Nov.15°
Love from Sid, Three

&Family

You are my first born daughter
that n so special to me,
hope you are as happy
as can be,
we love you a whole lot,
this is why we forget you not,
to wish yea very special day,
because you're loved in so
many ways.
Love from:
Dad, Mom, brothers and see
I

GREATS STAC HIE VE M ENTARE
THOSE THAT BENEFIT OTHERS. So
mamba. ht's those that makes difference
in our lives is what we chose to make and
on. So hold on whose words and put
it
.where safe Keep continuing your
journey, there is always a surprise in what
yours outandwhatyou puma. makes
way of belieg you.elE Good Luck
to you. From Carol R. John Ahousaht
First Nation.
Oct. 31, 1998- Watch the
gobblers this month. Our children are an
to protect, so be careful on Happy Flab

my gorgeous nephew's
birthday. Happy lucky 7th Birthday.
"Yahoo .other year bud! Many more
kt tens. Love from you auntie Carol,
Don. Samantha, Nick, Fred and Jessica
Oct. 07, 1998

Mom

b

Out 16th, 1998 - my adopted
grandfather... Mr. Samson Robinson
happy Birthday. l love yahlaO the same.
Many more tome grampa Samson, still
thinking nothayear. Love always from
your adopted grandchildren Carol and
Family
Oct 17N, MI We were invited
tote birthday parry and it was a real
honor to he present at this party. Quite
the turn outnd delicious supper. Thanks
to Uncle Dave and Auntie Ginger Frank
for picking us up and bringing us home.
Happy Birthday to the sweetheart of the
month... Ms, Bridgene Undnwod. prod
mode Dawn Frank Many more to come
Bridge..
ti
From your relatives that care.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald M. Mane**.
and Family.
Oct. 20.190 Now
beautiful niece Ms. Brooke Frank of
Ahousaht Her limb Birthday, and
Happy Birthday there my dear niece.
I like your smile, keep smiling people
will wonder what your up tool Many,
Love Auntie Carol,
ale
and ern Don and cousins.
Oct 24, 1998 is Mr. Irvin C,
Frank. Irv, sure hope that your day is
full *Hoy Isaac ydu're special cousin
and friend of ours. Happy Birthday my
dear fled. From Carol Don end Family.
Oct 04, 1998 - our friend and
relatives birthday, Allan, Tom (nee)
Titian. happy Birthday. Same with her
two gilled children Matthew Tom and
1

To Tracia Frank and Darryl
Williams
Hi, we have been wondering how
you all are and where you are?
We would like to get in touch
with you. Well be your way
sometime soon.
Love M are !later' and Uncle

village, a small quiet village,
where everyone knew each others age
Where brothers were brothers
and children cried after mothers.
When sisters shared sweet secrets
and told m
mischievous white lies
Where grammes and mete
helped Booth grandchildren's cries.
Where fish swanned the oceans
and stars danced in dark skies.
There lived a young couple
in a little, little house,
with lots of small children
with lots of mouths.
The father he worked
and fished the waters
while the mother stayed hone
with 5 sons and 3 dangers
The times they were lonely
and sometimes she cried.
But the love they had
helped her survive.
When he came home
with the boat full offish.
He granted her end the children
what ever they wished.
Oh the neat trips to town
std the beaming smiles.
People could spot them coning
for miles and miles.
'Them goes the Titian vibe,
my what a pack.
How do they manage
to stay pork?'
With lots of work, lots of love
lots of courage and help from above.
The time on earth
short but sweet
and I'll cherish those memories
until again we meet.
25 long years have passed
since the untimely death of
,.,wet
Albert and Fanny. The tears
have slowly stopped but the
loving never will.
Rest in peace mom and dad.
.

.s

Lovingly remembered,

Josephine Marie and
Family.

October 1998.

Aaooymous
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toto Loving Memory of our Dear Son
Adam Dennis Felronas
June 16, 1172 to October Id, 1995
miss you son but your silent strength
is left behind in the trees you planted in
1

the courage, love, and laughter of your
sons

Although you chose weave and I'll
never know why. led love you deeply
son

It has been 3 years now since] last saw
you, my arms ache for you hugs, my

hear aches...
Because it was I who gave you life,
with great pride and honor; you are my
firstborn.
I will carry a lot of pain and still cry
many silent tears,
You modems proud into many ways.
You my son Adam, mean so much tome
and always will.
My joss. in this world winnow. for
the rest of my family. know that's
what you'd want for me to do, butt
miss you beside me.
Thank you for the grandsons, now I
rally know the reason you brought
them to life so early in yours, so we
could enjoy them, when you left.
One son looks like you, the other son is
cheeky like you. They laugh hard like
you, they walk proud and powerful like
1

r0.

wrestling
Twisted ankles from basketball and

nips., track.
That didn't stop us, we still kept husthug
Nothing could come between us and our
old brother.
We all looked out, and cared for one
anther.
He kept us unharmed through all times.
Played our parental figure and knoWedge and encouragement rapped many
rhymes.
member most of one phone call just
part mithtigb-

You told me of my best Olson my 12°
birthday, of one of your sons you had
before your flight
May our Heavenly Father real your soul
and spirit in peace. pray.
1

Love from your Ill Bro...COby H.

Febmen

shared.
Thanks for trusting us to be your
earthly parents to guide and direct you
as best we could.
Our hearts will forever stay swollen
with pride, for your hard works, to
please yourself and many others;
sharing graciously your friendly spirit,
and your unforgettable smile and silly
giggle for such a big guy.

In Memory of our best Brother

Adam Dennis Felsman
Dear Adam
God looked around his garden and found
an empty space.
Ile looked down upon this earth and saw
your tired face.
Ile put his arms around you, and lifted
you blew.
Gods Garden must be beautiful.
Ile only takes the best.
Ile knew you were in pain.
Ile knew your struggling was only in
vain.

Ile knew the road was getting rough and
the hills were hard to climb.
So... He closed your weary eyes and
whispered "peace be thine"
It broke our hearts to lose you
But you never went alone.
For part of us went with you
The day God called you home.
Sadly missed and never forgotten.
Thanks for the monstrous Bro. Forever
and a day from Gilbert, Caoy. Dore.
Earl III, Andrew, your sister Vera and

Tam,

You

love.
1.4

Hold fast to your memories,
To all of the cherished moments
the past.
and the laughter,
blessings
Tole

the joys and
The sorrow and the tears.
They all add up to a treasure
of fond yesterdays
That you shared and spent together.
And they keep the one you loved
Close to you in spirit and thought
The special moments and
in

But I wasn't small enough meek you
on the one -yard line.
Every sport you played, so must 1.
Wanes the first brothers whose names
were engraved as athletes of the year in
Junior High.
Endless games in the rain, us brothers
played which usually ended cause dinner
was made.
Scars from football and rug bums from

Mary

We'll forever cherish memories we

Cherishing the
memory of Rita
With sympathy and

.0t0
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Vancouver, Port Alberni, Hot
Springs, Ahousaht and the ones who are
spread all over, who supported Mom
Mary B. Lucas till her passing.
Klan to those who cooked and
cleaned and served us in Van. !Fort es
(good food and great cam pan y) Aantié
Mamie like our beloved, you are
o... we
always there Ice you
for
are
grateful
love youAuntie and e
how you have led us and taught.
Kleco loving family,
From Hen ry.lones, Irene
Howard, Judy Mae Belong Lori Lucas
l

Just something to think about
Sticks and stones en hurt the body.
But hush words can break the heart.
Bodies sometimes heal.
But the broken hen never heals
So smarten up and always think before
you say things.
For once you've said the wrong thing,
It is imprinted on the brain forever.
It's pretty hard fora person to forget.
For they'll always remember the honing
words
And names you have called them,
And may never trust you again.
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strength, idol. I
walked behind in your footsteps.
I pushed myself and awomphshed as
much as I could similar to you.
But your footsteps were longer than
My big

In

Bonita Tom is in Oct. Happy Birthday
Matthew. Bonne. From your remises
and friend Carol, Donny and Family.
Happy Birthday to my long lost
neighbor ofyears ago, Mn. Gregory Titian
on Oct 21'. Greg, remember when we
used to go do laundry over at your guys
house -Keep guessing. Many fine memoline with the Titian family But Happy
Birthday Smile, Greg is full of smiles all
the time, From your friend and relatives.
Carol, Donald and family.
Happy Birthday to Ms. Dawn
Frank on Nov. 2nd and hope that this day
is full of surprises too. Many more to
cam Dawn. From your relatives Mr. and
Mn Donald Maaersdorfr,
Congratulations.... To Uncle
Murray John Sr., Cousin Philomena R
Webster, friend Eddie Smith and all those
who attended Choices in Vancouver in
Oct. 05. This is my saying: To you all.
That participated in 'CHOICES" Carol's
tool,
I've
leant " THE

-

Adam Dennis
Felsman

emocium

C

Albert and Fanny Titian
October 27th, 1973

lowan!

-my

&family.
Happy Birthday to Grandpa

loss

To Martin, Rita Mn Watts

It

Happy birthday to Steve A.
Frank on Oct 13 °. You must have an
excellent day. lcenella and family.

Butch Frank on Oct. 28 °. Have a good
day. Joenella& Boys.
Congratulations to my Uncle
Walter Michael Sr. for making a great big
step in his life by finishing 6
Tsow- ten- leium. Way to go! Also to
Priscilla lack. Congratulations. Good to
see young people make a great choice in
life. Love always Joenella Frank.
would like to .coat, Layne
Brine y Lynn into this world. She
wended
%our When she reborn
on Aug. 7198. Her proud parents are Shh-

Love from (you superstar)
Shmleen & Kids ($1$08)

Oct. 15 -Mania Jimmy, Oct 18 Marlene Tomren, Oct. 24- Alfred Dick,
Oct. 25 - Lisa Jensen, Oct. 27 - Cindy
1Mmpims, twee from Sid, Shmlen6..

lamella

r.

n

Ila- Shllth -Say October 22, 1998

Ila- Shilth -Sea, October 22, 1998

your

life

Will never change.
They will always be in your
Heart, today and fore emcee.

very good friend rind relative
Francis sent the above poem to our family. And it has been very comforting,
that words cant express adequately
how it has helped our family as we
struggle through the loss of a sister,
daughter, mother and grandmother.
A

Rila Ellis, daughter of the
late Sam Touchie passed
away on September 2, 1998,
at the age of 39.
She is survived by he daughter Cherie
Perrin (Chris Martin) and daughter
Taylor Martin, mother Barbara
Machin six sisters: Vi (Bob)Mundy,
Bev Touchie, Debbie (Pete) Planes,

Gertrude (Chris) Woodward, Maureen
and Marcia Touchie and six brothers:
Ray, Watson (lose) Laddy (Mantle,
Stacey, David and Nick and many neph.

me nieces.

aunts.

loving and caring person.
She was the chef in the family. She had
prepared family dinners for birthdays
and holidays, which would number from
30 to 50 family members, and often there
would be unexpected guests added tote
table, at the last minute.
She loved to cook and was often the
Tribe's earn o the many font
whether they were large or small groups,
for countless meetings and workshops.
There are many people that we would
like to acknowledge and thank for being
with us, during this sad time. Pauline
and Hugh, Louise, Dorothy and Judy.
Thank you Marge and Ronnie for the
many meals that you prepared for the
family and guests. Thetis you to our
Council and staff, to Tl.m- gm'ahl man.
bers, to Toquaht members, and Ditidaht
embers. Ditidabl members have always been here for our family, in happy
Rita w

(wlynukinu0J

and sad times. We would like to especially thank Rich Pad. for officiating
the funeral services. Rich has taught
most of our family members in school.
Thank you Earl Johnson for visiting us
and sharing with words of comfort.
There are many others that supported us
in prayers, and friendship. May God
bless each and everyone.

Barb Torkle and family
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SPORTS

Northern Region Fisheries active on Gold River
ry.e

By David Wiwchar
The autumn rains have begun, and
N.T.C. Northern Region Fisheries crews
rush to complete their summers' work

But as the river flow increases from
mere rains, mall riffles grow into
powerful rapids, making the job of the
swimmers even more dangerous they
flow downstream at the whim of the

before riverlevelsrise,makingcondi-

born impossiblefortheirimportant
fisheries research work
So line is known about these northern
Vancouver Island salmon stocks, that the

"In the summer it took weigh hours to
swim from the Upper Gold down to Big
Bend," said swimmers Patrick lames and
brother Jamie James. "Butyenerday we
did it in under five hots
lames, who is also the Mowachahl /
Muchalaht Fisheries Program Manager
has been swimming the length of the
Gold River and its tributaries through out
the summer, knows the river well, but
that it changes with every
additional inch of water level.
The swimmers float Modem) as they
drift down the river, manning every fish

Mowachaht /Muchalalu Band and the
Nuu-chah -nuts Tribal Council have
joined with the federal Department of
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), the Gold
River Rada Gun Club, and the Gold
River Chinook Hatchery to embark on
an advanced tagging program on Gold

River salmon.

The crews swim ten different 500
metre long sections of the riser
counting fish so scientists can
estimate future Gold River
stocks.

they see.
Kept warm by their downs, and kept
safe with vests packed with safety gear
f
end nape, one slip of
an leave them severely
w am
injured in a remote section of the Gold
River ear one of its tributaries.
-One of out swimmers smashed his
helmet yesterday,"reports N.T.C.
Northern Biologist Roger Dunlop. "He
rating on counting a bunch
was
of salmon in onto( the pooh he was
drifting through, and before he could
look up the river current slammed him
head -first into the rockclifriverbank."
The swimmer was uninjured, but he
gained a new appreciation for the river's
power and the potential for danger in
fisheries research work.

The project will use planes, boats and
cocks to transport a two -person

ti

Mowachaht / Muchalaht craw. twoperson DFO team, en N.T.C. biologist,
advanced telemetry equipment, and lots
of gear to various spots along the Gold
River where chinook will be Roy.
tagged, radio tagged, counted, estimated
and

The dews swim ten different SOO mete
long sections of the river counting fish
estimate furore Gold
so

River

Socks.

,

e2
L

N.T.C. Northern Region Bolagist Roger Dunlop flies over the
Gold River searching for radiotagged salmon.

Hello out there:
would like to share something
that happened to me last weekend. I
had the time in my life and thanks to
Robert and Sara Dennis
They took us camping in
Dodgers Cove and Barfield and
fishing.
But the day I stayed behind, I
sat on the beach while the kids enjoyed
themselves. As I sat on the beach at
Dodgers Cover I was looking across
toile place I grew up. I so deep in
thought I actually saw how it looked
when I lived there. You know I
actually thought saw the houses and
people on the beach, the old man
making a canoe and the two fish
1

-

/1f

While another crew of Mowachaht /
Muchalaht fisheries workers try roaring
containment nets in the calmer back
eddies of the Gold River at Big Bend,
Roger Dunlop flies over them in a
helicopter as he heads off to search for
radio tagged fish.
caught in
Weeks earlier, salmon
Sound,
flog
tags were
Nootka
where 500
fastened to salmon dorsal fins, and 8300
radio transmitters One pu inside fish an
or their progress
researchers could
up the river, and determine bow many
fish enter the many different tributaries
of the Gold River.

But it was really awesome.
Kleco, Kleco San and Robert Dennis
for making my last wish come true. I
never dared to say anything to anybody
about wanting to go hack because I
didn't think it was possible. Kleco,
Kleco San & Robert.
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Golfer Andrew David
qualifies for NAIG
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Roger Dunlop (left), Greg Mark, and Jim Lane set a
containment net at the "Big Bend" in the Gold River.
Flying slowly through the river's
canyons and switchback bends , Dunlop
listens intensely for the net -Ole "ping"
on his receiver, indicating a tagged fish

bocce.

Weeks earlier, uloeom were
caught in Nootka Sound, where
500 Boy tags were fastened to
salmon dorsal fins, and 5300
radio transmitters were put
inside fish so researchers could
monitor their progress up the

Hunched over the Madam pointing
him closer to the tagged salmon, Dunlop
guides the telicopene pilot closer to the
-27.'"),,

Veit

fish, hovering over the deep pool where
the salmon hides beneath a fallen tree.
As the signal gets stronger, Dunlop can
record the tag number, and other
valuable information through the
transmitted signal from the tagged fish.
32 salmon were radio tagged in Nootka
Sound, and on this day Dunlop flies the
entire lengthen, Gold River, finding
22

of the tagged fish!,

the

river's deep

pools.
As the helicopter emerges from the low
fog around Muchalaht lake bound for
its return to the behead. Dunlop is
satisfied about the number of fish
tracked on this day, and is hopeful
they'll find afew more when they do
the helicopter -survey again next week.
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Andrew David a member Mete
Tla-n- qui -aht First Nation Band of
the Nuu -chah -nulth First Nations
has qualified for the North American Indigenous Games (NAIGs)
for a second time in a row in the
sport of golf. He will be participaling
the 1999 NAIGs to be
held in inFargo, North Dakota as a
ember of Team BC in the 15 -16
year old boy's golf category.
Andrew won the Team BC golf
qualifiers for his age category held
at Olympic View Golf course in
Victoria, BC. just this past October
10" and 11a.

-
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Flying slowly through the river's
canyons and switchback bends,
Dunlop listens intensely for the
tell-tale "ping" on his receiver,
indicating a tagged fish is near.
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Eugene Mark releases a sockeye back into the
Gold River after it has been enumerated.

To any boys and girls who are born in 1981 or 1982.
We will be hosting the Juvenile NAIG Basketball tryouts for both girls and boys on November 6, 7 & 8th,
1998 in Ahousaht.
If you are interested please contact Wayne or Esther
Robinson at (250) 670 -9658.
We the Ahousaht First Nation will be hosting the 1999
Jr. Girls and Boys All Native Basketball Provincials in
Port Alberni in March 1999 during the Spring Break.
If you have a team and are interested contact Wayne or
Esther Robinson at (250) 670 -9658.

Andrew David has been
practicing hard since he was
Moe years old. Ile has been a
member of the Nanaimo Golf
Course and Country Club for
two years now. The past two
years has seen Andrew play golf
tournaments in Campbell River,
Cosine nay, Pon Alberni,
Qualicum Beach, Parks. illy.
Nanaimo, Chemainus, Duncan,
Arbutus Ridge, March Meadows, and numerous golf courses
in Victoria. The 1999 NAIGs
will be his first international
tournament.
Andrew's goal in life is to cam
a

golf scholarship at a major golf

college or university. From there
he wants to be a touring professional golf player. If he keeps on
working hard like he has been, he
will achieve whatever he wants.
Good work Andrewsun.
Special recognition must go to
Andrew's mother, Barb Laforhuie.
She manages all Andrew's time
between school and golf. She must
constantly monitor all his time or
he would be on the golf course 24
hours a day. What is even harder
for Barb is to make sure a 15 year
old teenage boy is eating and
resting properly. Barb puts many
miles on her car going to all the
practices, lessons, and tournamenle. Barb's pocketbook has
taken a heating keeping Andrew at
a high level of competition. Such
dedication and love from a mom to

her son is spectacular. Their

relationship is very close
Special recognition must go to
Andrew's father, Stan Matthews.
Stan has played numerous rounds
with Andrew teaching him to use
his head and think. Golf is more of
mental sport than a physical one.
He buys Andrew the expensive
golf clubs needed to compete at a
high level of competition. Stan
was Andrew's caddie at the Team
BC qualifiers at Olympic View.
This father and son relationship is

Understanding and Celebrating
Racial Diversity
a conference promoting positive
grass -roots community development
November 13 & 14tb, 1998
Ucluelet, BC
Participants will have the opportunity to take part
In up to four workshops. Topics include:
Residential Schools victim to survivor; Lateral
Violence -what is it ?; Creating Inclusion; Treaty
Process & Land Claims in Plain Language; the
Japanese Canadian Story; Traditional Foods of the
Nuu-chah -nulth People; and Respecting Spiritual

-

Diversity.
Keynote Speaker.'
Viola Thomas, President of the United Native
Nations

truly special.
Special recognition must go to
Andrew's grandparents, Wilson
and Violet George. They help
keep Andrew walking a good path.
Their cultural teachings are priceless. They are always there for
Andrew when emergencies come
up. Their love for Andrew is a
major reason he is happy and
comfortable in life.
Special recognition must go to
Andrew David's grandfather and
namesake Andrew David. Young
Andrew was named after a well known intelligent man and stories
about this great man have inspired
young Andrew to his best at
whatever he does.
Special recognition must go to
the Tla- o- qui -aht First Nation
Band for monetary school allow ance for Andrew. The educational help is outstanding.
Special recognition must go to
the golf professionals and members
of the Nanaimo Golf and Country
Club. Andrew plays here every
day and he is well known by some
of the most influential people in

Nanaimo. After playing golf with
these people for hours every day
for years now, he carries himself
quite well.
Andrew walks proud every day.

-

Dan Abram author, guardian, fan
1300 Intl Street, Nanaimo, BC
Monet'' .250.751 -1318
email

danand barbabcsvmtratico.ca

TRICK OR TREATY?
October 31, 1998
United Native Nations invite you to join us
2:00 p.m. `tit 4:00 p.m.
2. Annual "Rally & Parade"
Speakers include: (Merit,. Wakegijig,
UBC Student Association

Native Youth Mo. anent
Okanagan /Whence
Aboriginal Women's Action Network
Nisgaa Representatives
And many more!
When? Begin assembly at Vancouver An Gallery, (Georgia St side)
Destinagna? Oppenheimer Park

FEAST/MUSIC/ENTERTAINMENT& FUN
For more information contact
Scott Clark @ 688 -1821 or Tom Oleman @254 -6207

For information & registration,

Please call Patricia Greer at 726 -4607
Registration deadline is Nov. 1.
Conference capacity is limited, register early!

conf

isan iniva.,ve of the
The
in partnership with the Community Liaison Branch of do Ministry Responsible for
Multiculturalism and Immigsntionthe Department ofCset dian Heritage, the Ucluelet
and Area Community Vision society, the Westcomt women's Resources Society,
the Native Families Circle Program, Pacific Rim National Park Reserve, Ucluelet
First Nation, Toquaht First Nation, the District of Ucluelet, and the Long Beach

e,

Area o' Alberni Clayoquot Regional District.

Understanding and Celebrating Racial Diversity Conference
is the theme for an
upcoming conference to be hold in Ucluelet B.C, on November 13 and

"The heart doesn't know the colour of the skin"

14/98. The `Understanding and Celebrating Racial Diversity Conference' is a grass roots conference offering opportunities to explore issues
concerning racism, cultural diversity, and tradition. Individuals seek-

ing increased personal awareness, professional development, understanding, and experience are welcome to attend.
Viola Thomas, a dynamic and inspiring speaker, will give the keynote address. Viola is of the Serwepemc Nation and has dedicated the post 20 years
of her life fighting for social justice for all aboriginal peoples. She is the first

of President of United Native Nations.
During concurrent workshops scheduled over the course of the two days,
conference participants w ill have the opportunity to explore such topics an
r elected in the capacity

Creating Inclusion: Unlearning Racism and Stereotypes.
Facilitator Syinolooenbein; 'Residential Schools -moving( victim to
survivor. Facilitator Daniel lack Sr.; "Lateral Violence- what is it, and how
does it affect you? Facilitator Lisa Thomas; 'The Japanese Canadian Story
and
- Internment and Beyond. Facilitator Dick Nakamura; 'Treaty Process
Land Claims in Plain Language. Facilitator CliffAtleo; Respecting Spiri-

11,

tual Diversity. Facilitator Michael McCarthy; and "Traditional Foods of the
Nuuchah -nulth people, Facilitator Delores Snitcher.
of
The Conference will include a Celebratory Cultural Gals on the evening
Friday November 13 and an ethnic buffet lunch on Saturday November 14.
Conference brochures and registration forms can be acquired at the: Ucluelet and Toquaht First Nation Band Offices; District of Ucluelet Municipal
Office; the Long Beach Model Forest Society; the Westtoast Women's Rees, Society- the District ofTofino Municipal Office; Organic Matters;
and the Common

Loaf Bakery.

Registration for for the conference is available on a very affordable sliding
scale. Registration deadline for the conference is November I, Conference
capacity is limited, so register early to avoid disappointment.
The conference is an initiative of the Cross -Cultural Community Development Project in partnership with the Community Liaison Branch of the Ministry Responsible for Multiculturalism and Immigration, the Department of
Canadian Heritage, the Ucluelet and Area Community Vision Society, the
Westtoast Women's Resources Society,the Native Families Circle Program,
Pacific Rim National Park Reserve, Ucluelet First Nation, Toquaht First
Nation, the District of Ucluelet, and the Long Beach Area C /Alberni

Clayoqua Regional District.
If you require further information about this grand event, please call Patricia
Greer at (250) 726 -4607.
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POTENTIAL IMPACT TO FIRST NATIONS O BE DISCUSSED AT MAI
HEARINGS
of government including provincial and

SPECIAL COMMITTEE
ON THE MULTILATERAL
AGREEMENT ON INVESTMENT
Victoria BC - First Nations will be at

jun...

of debate on

the potential imthe Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI)
expert witness hearintern Me MAI canine on October lath
the centre

two(

.

Ian Smallwood.
Ovid, Mrrcredh past National
Chief of the Assembly of First
Nations.
Boyd, lawyer from
the Sierra Legal Defense Fund and
Larry Baird, Chief of the Urinelet First Nations are among the
witnesses who will give testimony
to the all -parly committee of the
legislature on how the MAI could
affect treaty negotiations, native
self-government and other First
Nations issues.
The MAI

tve

is intended to apply to all lev-

of government

but negotiators have
given little consideration to the potential
els

municipal
The hearings of this Special Committee
ofthe Legislature began
September 29th with four days of tes6mony b Vancouver and two in Victoria.
They will continue inViornAa on Octoher lath and 15th. Each hearing session
is organized by subject area, with several
experts speaking on each topic. Experts
have the opportunity to address and field
questions from the committee, and to am
gage in &bate with other witnesses
Discussion topics for the final sessions
include. potential impact of the MAI
on Fien Nations, human nano. the inemotional financial crisis and labour,
and alternatives to the MAI. Topics..
ready discussed include analyses of five
key elements of the proposed agreement,
such as expropriation perforate. requirements and inves,-stalc dispute
settlement mechanise", and the potential
impart of the MAI on policy areas ineluding culturen000 raalpamresource manesement
rdurnrm
end
conservation healthcare and education
and sub-national and local governments.
Infarction about. Special Committee on the MAI is available on the
committee's
web
site
et
wowlegis.{ov.be.00,,il Hamad van.
scripts of the hearings will also be available on the committee's web site.
Member ofthe amminetom Ms. fixes
Smallwood, MLA (Chairs, Mr. Colin
Hansen, MLA (Deputy Chairs, MA Steve
MLA, Mr. Peeve Calculi,
MLA. Ms Evelyn Ghlkapiei MLA. Ms.' I
Erda Walsh, MLA, Mr. Helmut
Giesbrecht MLA. Mr. John Casket.
MLA. Mr. Ted Nobbeling, MLA, kw
Barry Penner, MLA, his Lynn Stephens,
MLA. Mr. Kevin Krueger, MLA.
Mr. Craig James
Clerk of Commons and Clerk Assimant
Room 224
Patterned Buildings
Vigor* BC VW IX4
Telephone:
(250) 35.898 (cob

Mon

Mann..

mean, emerging hums of Fire Hades
government
"Canada is one of only a handful of
OECD countries with significantaboriginal populations and British Columbia is
one ofthe very few places where Mons..
nal land claims have not been settled.
Clearly, we hove special responsibility
to investigate these issues thoroughly,"
said Smallwood.
"There was enough concern about this
deal from all sides of the Legislature that

Ore..,

m &l-pas, co o,IEal.,boompoitaed
to find out potential implications. Mem-

of the committee are very concerned
bout the lack of public debate on what is

bers

wideffenging deal,"
The hearing will take place in the DouFir Committee Room of the Pasha.
ment Buildings in Victoria beginning at
:00 a.m. Members of the public are inRed to attend all sessions
Although it is a Ovary for international
investment, the MAI has the potential to
ffect many aspects of Canadian life, inI

rly

la)

luding environmental and labour standads. governance, culture, social programs and First Nations peoples As proposed, the MAI would apply to ell levels

Facsimile:
(MO
Committee Email:

35.172

(bkComs@gbagov.be.m

Colonial governments have
continuously exploited natural resources, lands,
was to build
their evil empires of destruction.
The global colonial economy to
this clay. greatly depends, the wealth
that is generated from the rich natural
resources of my people, the Nun-shahnull. Lebow. ()woken°, and all na-

air,.

rive peoples of the world
The colonist and his colonized
Indian subjects believe that the power of
money in these modem times are more
powerful than the land, air, or even the
sea
In traditional First Nation
times, our people gained reapers by giving away their wealth which also helped
them climb up the social, political, spirt
tual and economic ladder.
Through anti-potlatch laws, Indian am, Residential schools, and the
sickness of colonization, many of Oa
people no longer practice or believe in
our traditional ways of maintaining the
well being of ow communities
Colonial methods to divide and
conquer are easily applied when our
First Nation chums have been coloneed throughout enemies' ideologies of

capitalism and commercialization.
We as human beings must remember that we are all in this environmental chaos that began with the de+rent r lc thinkers of colonialism and indusmalimn.
Iran understand why the mamany of Canadians support their parliament supremacy that supports their
reedy colonial needs, but why do so
many of our people want to amalgamate
with such people.
I believe it is because so many
of our people rnily believe that we have
become these
people with compray different needs than out pre-contact past. So many of our people have
began believing that we do not own all
of our peoples territories.
Many of our people also disbelieve that we are Sovereign First Nations with the ability m be independent
I believe alaiedion is sick.
ness that has brain washed our people
with unhealthiness and a false understanding of our own identity and respon-

idem

bibb

KUU-US CRISIS LINE

s

24hNday 7 days a week
Pon Alberni, Ram field, the West Coast, etc.
Teen Line

--

.0

Adult Line - - 723-4050
Toll free number 1-800-588-8717 for long distance callers.
Manned by adult and teen volunteers

Lost

Healing from the sickness
of colo nization

The British Columbian process is
also false under international treaty

Pair of Native Gold Eagle Stud
Earrings with diamonds in the eyes,
matching native gold eagle necklace with diamond in eyes, one
native gold wrap around ring, one
heart ring with about 6 - 8 hearts
with diamonds inside the hearts, 3
rings welded together (I engagement ring, wedding ring&
anniversary ring). These items are
very precious to me, if anyone
knows who took them from the
Paper Mill Dam (on the Falls Road
side in Port Alberni) I'd appreciate
the information. Reward offered
for their return. They were taken
on the last Sunday of the Indian
Games. If you have any information please contact Esther
Robinson at (250)670-9658.

process with Meir own 5% land base
agenda for all First Nears. in total.
There are many ways in which
we as a people can accumulate money to
provide for the well being *four naOka..

If we are going to call ourselves
First Nations with the intention of being
nations, we have the power of Nation-

ammo
To nationalize means to put it
under our First Nation governments so
that we as a people can better manage
our social economic, spiritual, and polaical programs.
What we need to do on a eolith
cal, economic level is to nationalize the
middleman trade sector.
Instead of selling our fish.
B.C. packers moor logs to Macmillan
Blunder Wain turn sell it to foreign
countries, we could create our own companies so that we can distribute our
wealth amongst our people.
'believe we can achieve First
Nation Ind,endence through self-devel-

opoeu.
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At
the
Tsesha ht
Administrative Building, to view contact CEO Mich
Hirano all 774-121S. 3 rooms - I

.

CFV 27727 38.45 FT
CFV 29665 36.75FT

For Sale
V-6 19,3 Z-20 Chevy Cavalier-Purim.,
Convenible-Bi.k Top. In very good area

large boardroom size and 1 medium
size with 1 air conditioners. Also
large classroom style located in the
royal School Building
old
a-11
great for training r.m or classroom.

Mows owes.CDNgrnflon.I. the

1

CFI/ 24162 37.99FT
If anyone would like to purchase
any one of theses "AI" salmon
licenses, please mail or fax a

FOR SALE

written offer ro:

Carvings made to order. G. Nookemis
Phone 723-4404.

Nuu-chah-nulth Economic
Development Corporation

New),AirConditioning,13imoond Coated

All Around, Automatic

Drives good in die snow, Price reduced to
$10,0N 0.110, Serious inquirimonly, CaE
Winston Corky at(250) 723,135
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Authentic genuine b.kenveaving grass,
comer grass, swamp grass. Contact
Linda Edgar at 723-388P.

For sale or made to order; rings, bracelets, pendants, brooches, earrings &

P.O Boa Eiaa,
Port Alberni, B.C.
V9Y 7M2

',anon mon

Tim Taylor, 1034 Ecoole
Place, Port Alberni, B.C., V9Y 7L7
Phone 723-11170.
bolo ties.

or take over contract - 2 cell phones
call 72341484

Native designed jewellery on gold or
silver; rings earings, bracelets, pendants by Gideon Smith. Phone 923-

LOST: Black Adidas pack sack at
the NTC Games. Phone Rueben
Thomas or Loren Frank at 725-2715.

Transcribing in phonetics - for meetings, .,arch projects, personal use.
Hourly rates. Phone Harry Lucas at
724 -5807.

Label Sticks for Sale.
Ross

Phone 713-3892

BOAT FOR SALE
000 0 : .
The Ram
3061 - 8. Avenue, Port Albemi,

21

BC

Have you sent in your regis
nation? Tuesday, October 2 19 the
deadline for all applications to the
Bethlehem Market, held in the fine
arts gallery of the Rollin Art Centre.
Nestled in the picturesque
Alberni Valley, the An Centre will
feature your work in this delightful
Christmas event, from November
5. and December 22., 1998.
'the centre's fine arts gallery
w ill transform into a bustling market, offering a diverse range of original quality wares for sale, with gift
giving in mind.
We will include various
handcrafts, flavoured cooking oils
and vinegar, chocolates, truffles,
sweets and much, much more!
No registration fees and no
attendance required! Don't missend
on your chance to participate! Call
Marti at (250) 724-3412, Tues.
: and 4:30
through Sat. between
pm for further information and reg-

.

families. communities, and Nations,
with the intention of really becoming
decolonized in all aspects of our lives, I
believe we will
powerful entity in which our enemies would be
forced to compromise.

"onus

In Nationhood;

Terry Dorward-Seitcher

standards

Treaties are internationally recognized agreements between two or
more Sovereign nations.
Both federal and provincial governments refuse to recognize First Nations
being Sovereign nations.
British Columbia came Sown
eign ha. but they are entering into this

.

The Hesquiaht Rediscovery Society wishes to thank the organizations and individuals, who through their
generous financial contributions made our 1998 programs and projects such a huge success.
Thank you
Hesquiaht First Nation, Central Region IMEA Economic Working Group, Nuu-chah-nulth Employment and
Training Board, First Nations Education Steering Committee, Susan Bloom, Patagonia, Maureen Fraser, Sim'
Club, Nuu-chah-nulth Community and Human Services, Matlahaw Enterprises, Interfor, Sennen Charleson,
Dr. and Mrs. Finnegan, Torino Sea Kayaking, Rod's Power and Marine, Torino Co -op, Degruchy
and Norton,
Ron Fuller, Far West, Maquinna Lodge, Somass Motel, Bank of Montreal - Tsahaheh Branch.
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Excellent Shape but needs leg
Phone:724-2921 or 726-1278

Rollt

*72)20
P02í

AlilI0UC
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and their Children

tops, clocks, plaques, 6" totems,
noes.
message for Charlie Mickey
at 724-13609 or do Box 40, /than..

on

cattle

hours

7262020

B.C. VOP 2A0

LANGUAGE CLASSES

39E3

át,

at Hupacasaht Hall
Language Instructor Tat Tatoosh
Mondays and Thursday Nights
7 pm to 9 pm
Parenting Skills for Parents &Tots
Fridays from 3 -4 pm

EVERYONE IS WELCOME
cuukleco
Edward Tatoosft Certified Linguist

FOR SALE
$3000.00 or best offer.

co Vernon R..0150)7164E06
formore information.

LOST
Weekend of August 29, 30 & 31,
1998 at Torino Sr. Men's Fastball
Tourney - pair of red/. bite &
blue men's ball pasta (Eagles), 1
riser red, hase & blue men's
pair
Chao, pion. sweat jacket,
shoes.
size 10 V, men's running
If found please return to:

KATHY FRANCES EDGAR
Basket Weaving
Pit Bono
C'tulhaSWC.
VOR IRO

1

1

Chris Watts, 4682 N. Crescent,
Port Alberni, B.C.. 720-0100.

ll rowboat(10- 16'k

110010

noir/ caning, arc te, coffee

T.S.G. TRUCKING SERVICE
Moving and Hauling, Reasonable
Rates. Tomtit., 5231 Hector Road,
PortAlbemi, B.C. Phone: (250)724-

NS

CALL:

If you are interested

Transition House
Emergency Shelter
for Abused Women -

noesI

istration details!

All

Western

FOR SALE
Carvings for sale.

Art Centre

I high. IY
Totem Pole - 93.000. 5
by 12",Eigureson totem- Eagle, whale
bear, and utmost. This totem pole i
the last one carved by the late Arthur
Malaya of Kyuguol Arthur became
famous can -r in Tails., B.C. Fo
infomaion contact Ben, Nkolaye a
eave message at (250) 830-0811.

NUU-CHAH-NULTH NATIVE
LANGUAGE

1992Ford Explore )(LT
fully loaded, well maintained.
Ca11716-2613
SFr. 750 00

Model, Vernon

FOR SALE

Native designed jewellery; silver, copper,gold engraving,stone setting. Contact Gordon Dick by phone 723-8611
or Cell 954-9404

For Sale

November 13-15/98
atWckaninnish Elementary.
For more information contact
Thomas George at 725-2804
or Clarence Tom at 725.2049
in the evenings.

I

f

FOR SALE

Shorty Frank
Annual Basketball
Tournament

3

FOR SALE

3150.

fort.

all come together

a

THE FOLLOWING
"AI" LICENSES

hosts the

.

If we can

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

As well
ignoring the long
process of getting our rights recognized
by the Canadian government.
We must come to the mean.
tion we don't need Canada's approval to
be who we are as First Nation citizens
with our own First Nation governments.
Our First Nation governments
need to assert our Oahu as Sovereign
nations, became only was First Nation
citizens can heal and defend ourselves
from colonialism and neo-colonialism
Through proper political, ecomonk. social, and spiritual education we
can teach our people where we are going
and why am must inch this healthier
state of being.
Ont our people have a clear
understanding of what is needed
well being of our communities, believe
we will have the ability to develop pro.
mums that will reach all of our people's
needs

1

1

e,{r L

fibreglass canoe (up to 18') or
dinghy in any condition.
Call: (250)723-4454

Pls.e123012462231

iTRADITIONAL
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ewe. Miesam
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Tree Topping
& Pruning
Phone (250) 724-6277
Reasonable Rates
Dave Georg

4'

iNOOTKA ART
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NEDC and C1BC host the

ABORIGINAL BUSINESS
SEMINAR PROGRAM
(ABSP) practical financial

r

tools for successful business planning

On October 7 & 8, 1998 NEDC and CIBC co- hosted the 'ABSP' at the Cedar Wood Lodge in Port
Alberni.
Twenty-eight Nuu -chah -nulth participated in this two -day seminar to learn the importance, and application of business tools such as the business plan; balance sheet and income statement.
They learned how to apply the tools to their businesses, how to understand what the numbers were saying
and how to use them to forecast their business needs.
They learned that there are only three ways to spend net profit - buy assets, pay debt or take it home.
They know the connection between cash flow and sales. Did you know that in 1993 there were 981,000
bankruptcies in the US, one -third of these had record sales and one -quarter of them had record profits.
Then why did they fail? They did not understand how to manage their cash flow - the way money moves
in and out of their business.
They learned that the 7 financial reasons for business failure are:
1. poor and/or no planning,
2. not monitoring your financial position,
3. not understanding the relationship between price, volume and cost,
4. failure to manage cash flow,
5. failure to manage growth,
6. failure to borrow properly,
7. failure to plan for transition.
And they learned how to take steps to analyse and correct their problems.

They learned that there are only 4 ways to make or increase your profits:
1. increase sales,
2. decrease fixed costs,
3. decrease variable costs,
4. increase prices.
Over the two-days they covered a lot of ground, and while it was hard work, it
was also a lot of fun. In the end, as well as all they learned, they each walked
away with a program certificate and manual -a tool I'm sure they'll be using a
lot in the future.
NEDC would also like to take this time to thank John Cioffi, for his well presented, effective and often humorous program delivery. John, is an Associate
with Business Resource Services Inc. out of Seattle, and delivers the Program for
CIBC - this is also his second time to deliver for us. Again, thanks John.
We would also like to congratulate the participants on completing this two -day
seminar. The Aboriginal Business Seminar Program isn't an easy course but it is
one that can help you manage your business more effectively.
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Instructor John Cioffi puts students through many
business exercizes at the NEDC - CIBC sponsored
Business Seminar at Cedar Wood Lodge

Port Alberni Business Fair
The Community Futures Development Corporation of Alberni - Clayoquot is
hosting a Business Opportunities Fair on October 22"d at the Echo Centre in Port
Alberni from 1 I a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Business guru David Baxter, Executive Director of the Vancouver -based Urban
Futures Institute, will give two presentations on economic trends and demographic
changes in the B.C. business landscape.
Marketing and advertising companies, financial institutions, legal and accounting
professionals, government agencies, business trainers, stationers and caterers will
all be in attendance to help you with your businesses needs, and to answer any
questions.
Tickets for David Baxter's presentations at noon and 2 p.m. are $10 each, but all
other seminars at the Business Fair are free.

Tourism Workshop comes to Tofino
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Charlie Watts carefully studies business plans
at the NEDC Business Seminar

The Pacific Rim Institute of Tourism will be holding a National Trainer's Workshop in Tofino on November 3rd and 4e'.
Developed by the Canadian Tourism Human Resource Council and delivered in
B.C. by the Pacific Rim Institute of Tourism, participants from all industry
sectors will acquire skills to effectively train their workforce.
Train the Workplace Trainer tackles the training challenges employers and
managers face when developing their business and their employees.
"Training is a challenge for the tourism and hospitality industry," says Suzanne
Carter, Pacific Rim Institute of Tourism's Industry Training Coordinator.
"More often than not in this industry, people move up the ranks and find themselves in a position that suddenly carry the responsibility of training employees.
Although highly -skilled in their occupation, they lack the specific knowledge,
skills and confidence for conducting effective on-the-job training."
For more information on the National Trainer's Workshop, call the Pacific Rim
Institute of Tourism at (604) 682-8000.
re

NEDC South
Tseshaht/Port Alberni, BC
Phone: (250) 724 -3131
Fax: (250) 724 -9967
Economic Development Officer:
Peggy Hartman & Marc Masso

NEDC West Coast
Ittattsoo/Ucluelet, BC
Phone: (250) 726 -7270
Fax: (250) 726 -7275 or 726 -7552
Economic Development Officer

Lin Lukash
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